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Letters, articles, pictures, a slave to go to IKEA for me, etc. are always welcome - please send to
the Editor at the address opposite.  Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with most
file formats readable by a PC (text in ASCII, Lotus WordPro/AmiPro or  MS Word easiest to cope
with), but if you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.  To reduce cheesiness,
electronically-transmitted photos should be at a resolution of 300 dpi (or greater if you can afford
the bandwidth).

A Day At The Races

BHPC RACE EVENTS

Sorry, none left…

HAND-PICKED OTHER EVENTS

November 11th -12th Shepparton, Victoria, Australia
OzHPV Challenge.  More info on
http://sunsite.anu.edu.au/community/ozhpv/

UNRACE EVENTS

October 26th - 28th Bike Right 007, Wooler Youth Hostel,
Wooler, Northumbria

A casual gathering, with “slightly organised social-paced rides” on the Satur-
day and Sunday.  Accommodation is available at £8 per night, with breakfast
£2.50.  Details should be on http://www.therigg.demon.co.uk but more reliable
would be to phone Tom or Rachel: 01668 282 209 or email
tom.johnston@lineone.net.  Numbers are limited to 40.

Lots more events - too numerous to list here - can be found on the web site of
Peter Eland’s new venture VeloVision.  See http://www.velovision.co.uk/

A Day (or More) Somewhere Else!
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The Editor Sinks Into The Swamp
Starting Bit

Yes, I know it’s late…  Excuses:

1. We went on holiday
2. I was ill
3. Ongoing building works around Larrington

Towers have taken precedence

Anyway, we had a ripping time in La Belle
France, thank you very much, even though
most of our HPV time, rather than distance, was
spent in a canoe, and we’re rather hoping that
the renovation of the West Wing will be finished
before Christmas.  Because we’re going to
Germany for two weeks round about then, so -
advance warning - Issue 67 will be late as well.
Sorry, but I don’t get paid for this, y’know.

Anyway, the nights are drawing in, the racing
season is almost over and (heaves huge sigh of
relief) the World Championships are history.  I
thought it all went pretty well, all things consid-
ered.  Sure there were a few hiccups, but this is
not the place to bring them up, moan or point
fingers.  So I won’t.

AVD 1 - 0 Rest Of The World

Now you may, or may not, be aware that the
annual Goodwood Festival Of Speed has a
downhill Soapbox
Derby event.  This
acquired a certain
amount of media
coverage this year, with
both an item on the
BBC’s “Top Gear”
programme and an
article in “CAR”
magazine.  And I do not
wish to hear any
criticism of my reading /
viewing habits…
Anyway, both the
above were rather
careful not to feature
the winner of the event,
who was, well, I’ll let
Bob Dixon (for it is he)
Tell It Like It Was:

“A couple of list members have written to me
asking how we got on at last weekend’s
soapbox derby at the Goodwood Festival of
Speed. For list members not familiar with this
festival: it is the second largest motor sport
festival in Britain [after the British F1 Grand
Prix] It attracts 90,000 visitors over 3 days and
is a pretty amazing event [if you like racing cars
and stuff like that]. Goodwood House is a
stately home owned by Lord March and is home
to the famous Goodwood race circuit which
runs through the picturesque grounds. Coinci-
dentally the circuit features in this year’s World
HPV Championships when it plays host to the 2
hour endurance event.

The soapbox derby had entrants from Ford,
Bentley [aka Audi], Rolls-Royce [aka BMW],
Renault Sport, Prodrive, Cooper, Honda and a
host of other big names from motor racing and
associated activities. The idea was to build a
soapbox and race down the famous hillclimb
course.

There were two classes, streamliners and open
roadsters. We elected to build a roadster out of
old Windcheetah parts which had been rejected
by our quality control procedures. Our soapbox
was essentially a Windcheetah with a widened
front track [to comply with the organisers
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regulations], two wheels fitted to the rear and a
Windcheetah joystick, seat and front and rear
fairings. All in all we used 90% stock parts.

I’m delighted to say that it achieved the desired
results and we won the event outright beating
the more exotic factory streamliners setting the
course record into the bargain. The final bend
was a flat out 60mph 90 degree screamer which
separated the contenders from the also-rans.
Second and third places were taken by
small[ish] privateers which put the large
manufacturers noses out of joint; success
apparently, being inversely proportional to
expenditure!

To give a flavour of how seriously the motor
manufacturers were taking it: Rolls-Royce had
full backing from Continental who had created a
set of very exotic tyres especially for them in a
variety of compounds! It was interesting to see
the tyre technicians [I kid you not] spraying the
tyres with a special compound which allegedly
reduced friction by 15%. This will apparently be
seen during this year’s Tour de France. As a
proud Englishman I was dismayed to learn that
the Rolls soapbox was made by BMW in
Munich, how times have changed, and the
Bentley had a DNF!  Sir Henry Royce and W.O.
Bentley would no doubt be turning in their
graves.

Anyway it was great fun
to be involved and we
hope to be back next
year to defend our title.
I’ll probably take
Windcheetah type G/
R01 [gravity racer
number 1] to Brighton,
in the meantime if
anyone wants a peek
email me and I’ll send
you a picture.”

Bob is too modest to
admit it, but the
machine was piloted to
victory by himself.  And
there’s no need to e-
mail Cap’n Bob, coz
there are pictures Right
Here…

“We Hear” Department

The BHPC Research Department can now
reveal that “... Tenders [are] being sought for
Construction of a new 250-m indoor cycling
track providing an enclosed area within the
track for sports such as athletics training,
netball and basketball. There will be spectator
allowance for 500 people.  Facilities will include
reception area, changing and workshop
facilities, catering facilities, toilet and ancillary
facilities. There will also be upper floors with
facilities such as PA system and timing and
other control rooms”.  This to be built in
Newport, South Wales.  And a damn’ fine thing
too, since a country can never have enough
velodromes.  I mean, the one we raced on
Ghent last year wasn’t even the Number One
track in Ghent, never mind Belgium…

It is also to be hoped that:

1. The new athletics stadium gets built at
Picketts Lock, Enfield (North London), and

2. The venue then gets chosen for the
Olympics

as I can hardly see the IOC using the same
velodrome as they did for the 1948 Games
(Herne Hill).  Not that I’m biased, of course.  I
just happen to live fifteen minutes ride from
Picketts Lock…
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Trike-It

Following on from the report on James Tobin
and Carolyn Sharples’ Trans-Canada ride by
Greenspeed tandem, James reported, on
September 7th, that:

“Well, we’ve done it. We arrived in St Johns,
Newfoundland on Wednesday afternoon. A full
facts and figures email will follow.

The Pacific water was duly poured into the
Atlantic. Beer was drunk and celebrations done.

We are now looking for a flight home which is
trickier than it sounds. We may be here for
some time!”

As things turned out, the events of September
11th and resultant shutdown of North American
airspace stranded the intrepid duo in Toronto for
a little longer than anticipated, but it has just
come to my notice that they are now back in
Blighty.  Expect a full report in Issue 67.

The Aerorider

Roy MacDonald sent the following, from “EV
World”:

“On the wind-swept coast of Holland, at the far
end of the North Sea Canal is the Dutch town of
Ijmuiden. With a population of about 60,000
people, the town is the birthplace of the
Aerorider human powered vehicle (HPV).

The Aerorider - like many similar HPVs - is
designed to provide commuters with an all-
weather, electric-assist vehicle that offers the

advantages of an enclosed cabin and the
efficiency of a bicycle.

Enclosing a bicycle not only protects the rider
from the elements, but it makes the job of
moving the vehicle significantly easier. At 30
km/h, 80% of a bicyclist’s energy is expending
in moving the air aside. Streamlining the bicycle
and rider dramatically reduces the amount of
work required to not only sustain this speed, but
increase it.

In coasting tests performed in Australia,
Greenspeed discovered that a streamlined
enclosure could increase the speed of a
conventional recumbent tricycle from 45 km/h to
69 km/h. The amount of drag, measured in
Newtons, could be reduced at 60 km/h from 60
Newtons to just 10. Level ground cruising could
also be improved with streamlining from 30 km/
h to 40 km/h for the same amount of energy
expended.

What the folks at Aerorider have done is
incorporate essentially a “pedelec” electric-
assist drive system into their design. The drive
system integrates a 500 watt electric motor to
provide pedal assistance. With this the vehicle
is said to be able to achieve speeds of 45 km/h
with a range - depending on terrain and human
assistance - of between 40 and 100 km
between charges.
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The Aerorider weighs between 50-65 kg,
depending on batteries used in the vehicle,
though EV World was unable to determine at
this writing what the battery options will be
when the vehicle goes into production some-
time in 2002. The selling price is said to be
about US$5000. The company has a somewhat
sparsely populated web site at
http://www.aerorider.com.”

Even with electric assist, I wouldn’t like to be
stuck under that canopy on a sunny day…

A New World Record.  Or Two

Shortly after a sterling performance at the World
Championships, Corinne van Noordenne of The
Netherlands set a new record for the Ladies’
Standing Start 1 Hour.  Speedbike Bergisch
Gladbach’s web site takes up the story, with
photos by Holger Lange:

“Dutch rider Corinne van Noordenne of the
Challenge Elan Team has set a new world hour
record of 62.264 km on the Albert Richter
Velodrome in Cologne on August 12th 2001.
She rode the twin brother of the WhiteHawk, the
bike that holds the current men’s records over 1
and 6h and in which sprint world champion Jan
van Eijden wants to tackle the 200m Land
Speed Record.

Supported by her team led by her husband
Arjen van Noordenne and the German
WhiteHawk team, the 32 year old has adhered
to a special training schedule for over one year.
The successful speedbike racers Edwin van
Vugt and Ellen van der Horst are also members
of the Challenge Elan Team.

Van der Horst is also preparing for a run on the
hour but the schedule only allowed a run by
Corinne. Ellen will surely have an attempt of her
own next time.

Now the whole team is anxiously awaiting the
response of the Swiss Birk team. Jürg
Birkenstock has said in Lelystad in June 2001,
that he will react to any new mark. Swiss
Rosmarie Bühler is expected to be the rider for
their attempt. She has shown her excellent form
throughout the whole 2001 season.

The chances are very good that Corinne’s
performance will be approved as the first official
Ladies’ Hour Record. Although Rosmarie
Bühler has made an attempt under record
conditions, it was not approved as an official
record due to non-legal wind conditions.
Rosmarie Bühler improved her own mark to
57.47 km/h at this year’s Cyclevision, but
Corinne has significantly exceeded even this
effort.

Ben Wichers Schreur, Chairman of the IHPVA,
and Axel Fehlau, four-time record holder
himself, ensured that all requirements of the
race regulations were met. The weather was
almost ideal for a record attempt: sunshine,
comfortable temperatures and no wind. Corinne
was running on a velodrome designed for
speeds of up to 83km/h but even at 63km/h her
total concentration was needed to prevent the
bike from being thrown out of the curves and
into the barriers.

Not only the rider, but also the bike was in top
shape. The new white paint-job was only a
superficial feature; the most important improve-
ment was surely the new Schwalbe Stelvio tires
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used for record runs for the first time. These are
in the final stages of development and will be
available for the recumbent rider next door in
autumn.”

Apropos the Schwalbe tyres, there were a
couple of sets in evidence in Brighton.  Ed van
Vugt maintains that they’re about 1 km/h faster
than Conti GP’s.

Meanwhile, I see from Future Bike’s web site
that the rail-borne 200 m HPV record has fallen
yet again, as Swiss racer Hansueli
Russenberger piloted Team Gridelli’s machine
to 74.53 km/h - 46.32 mph. Jürg Hölzle reported
that he didn’t think a new record was possible,
given the limited length of the Laupen track, but
the old record - Charles Henry’s 43.77 mph set
in 1999 in the Snapper (known as “The Bus” by
unkind Brits in Ghent) - was comprehensively
beaten.  Lukas Frei ran the Snapper to a slightly
higher speed than the old record, but it wasn’t

enough.  Third quickest vehicle was Peter
Rodewald’s Novillage 3, a three-rider machine
made from aluminium and 5500 rivets, weighing
approximately 180 kg!  Also present were
Andreas Koch’s machine and Theo Schmidt’s
“Scootrail, einem Schienen-Trottinet”, whatever
one of those is.  Are you still there, Theo?  All
rail pictures by Sabine Sonderegger.

Charging Into Battle (Mountain)

By the time you read this, the 2001 edition of
the sprint event at Battle Mountain, Nevada,
USA, will be over, and if you look carefully
towards the end of this issue, you might find
some news from there.  Our Man Jonathan
Woolrich is treating himself to a holiday in
Naughty Nevada, so there will be a full write-up
in the next issue, unless Mr. Woolrich wants to
wake up one morning and find his bathroom
mysteriously devoid of tiles.  Oh yes, the spirit

of Doug and Dinsdale is alive and
well in the East End, mate…

Anyway, it seems there will be but
four entries this year - Matt Weaver
in a machine yet to be announced
(and if Matt’s usual form is anything
to go by, yet to be built…), defending
champion Sam Whittingham in the
new Varna Diablo, former record
holder Freddie Markham in some
variety of Gold Rush and the Land of
UK’s Jason Queally in the
Blueyonder Challenge.  Jan van
Eijden and the WhiteHawk team
couldn’t make it, as:

Team Gridelli’s railbike in action

Big, isn’t it?
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1. The rider has been
down with tonsillitis or
appendicitis or
something, which did
his training no good at
all, and

2. They are skint

The Gold Rush machine to
be used will most likely be
the venerable Double Gold
Rush tandem, captained by
Freddie M. and stoked by new Easy Racers
works animal Chris Springer.  Unofficial testing
at altitude has apparently seen speeds of > 70
mph, and there’s nothing in the rules to exclude
multi-rider machines…

Of the Varna Diablo, Sam Whittingham writes:

“This is the bike originally intended for Battle Mt.
last year but was not finished when George had
his stroke last August. It is basically completed
and needs only to go through some
test runs at speed to check clear-
ances, speed wobbles, turbo-
charging, ejection seats, etc. It is
very similar to Mephisto in many
respects. The construction is the
same tub-type design with double
reduction front wheel drive/steer on
24” carbon disk wheels. The pilot,
Sam Whittingham, is the same. The
main differences are size and the
addition of wheel fairings in both
front and rear. Mephisto was built 6
years ago with its debut run in Las Vegas. Since
then I have had many hours of riding time in her
to find out where we can streamline things. We
found we could reduce both the overall height
and girth to hug my body even more closely and
yet still afford the same powerful position and
pedalling dynamic.  Some numbers:

Mephisto Diablo
Length 8' 8'
Widest point 17" 16.5"
Highest point 32" 30.5"
Ground
Clearance 3" 3"
Bubble width 10" 9.5"
Body Height 25.5" 24"
Frontal area 2.43 sq-ft 1.97 sq-ft
Wheel openings 64.5 sq-in 26.5 sq-in
Weight 54 lbs 59 lbs

I also did some calculations at the Analytic
Cycling website based on my runs at Battle
Mountain last year and used them to theorize
about this year. Here are the numbers I used:

Mephisto Diablo
Frontal Area 0.226 m2 0.183 m2

Wind Drag 0.12 0.11
Roll. Res. 0.006 0.006
Air Density 1.00 kg/m2 1.00 kg/m2

Weight 100 kg 100 kg
% slope) -0.005 -0.006
Power 500 W 500 W
Speed 72.4 mph 82.2 mph

!?

The Varna Diablo.  Good(?) name...

Sam Whittingham tries the Diablo for size
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I agree completely with the numbers from last
year with Mephisto but am having a hard time
swallowing the proposed speed of the new bike.
I think 75 to 77 is reasonable especially after
factoring in increased acceleration time.”

Meanwhile, news is still pretty scarce about the
Blueyonder Challenge.  They do have a web
site, at http://www.blueyonderchallenge.co.uk,
but visit it at your peril, as it has no photos
worthy of the name and lots of bandwidth-
intensive and deeply annoying animation.
Richard Ballantine managed to blag his way
into the official press launch, and reports that:

“It was a dilly — half dozen TV crews, enough
flashbulbs to light up Wembley Stadium. More
money than the entire HPV movement has seen
so far. Folks there from Nevada, 40-gallon hats
and all. The machine itself looks very slick, and

is clearly the product of no small
amount of talent. However, the
designers and engineers appear to
have worked more out of their own
considerable abilities, than experi-
ence with HPVs. It is almost as if the
clock spun back 20 years to how
Bluebell was created, as an
optimum aerodynamic shape around
a powerplant. In these terms, they
have done well.

Like Bluebell, Queally sits high, with
a good view of the road, through a
rather sharply-defined windscreen.
Rear wheel 90 cm, front looks like a
Specialized Tri-spoke. The machine
is very big. Points of concern are:

1. sheer size
2. lack of refined attention to laminar flow,

and
3. features such as air scoops for ventilation

If we were all out on a racetrack, at a glance, I’d
give it perhaps 1 to 2 mph over Bluebell, but not
as a sure thing. I’d expect the Bean, under
optimum conditions, to be faster. So sea level,
I’d guess 56 mph. They need over 60 mph to be
entry-level competitive at Battle Mountain. Field
tests will take place soon, so we’ll see. Perhaps
they know something we don’t.

Jason Queally, the 2100 Watt/ 3 horsepower
engine, seems a decent sort.”

The photos of the faired machine, by the way,
were lifted from the web site of Italian newspa-

per “Gazzetto Dello Sport”, as
Richard was unable to get any
pictures, paradoxically because
“there were too many photographers
in the way!”  The shot of the chassis,
showing the rider, and designer
Chris Field (kneeling), with the
machine undergoing testing at
Elvington, outside York, was
shamelessly stolen from issue 3 of
VeloVision "

Close-up of the Diablo’s drivetrain
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Extra, Extra!

Glasgow-based Dave Holladay, he who writes
on matters pertaining to cycle campaigning for
“Cycling Plus” (among a host of other sins), tells
me that he is having “… a clear out and have a
selection of tyres rims & tubes, including 19-349
tyres, and 36 hole 349 rims (for 37mm tyre).
Tyres will go around the £6 for the 19-349, or
half price for others (negotiable on large
bundles - i.e. multiples of 10)

Also have 20 & 37-559 tyres & tubes from stock
originally to supply as option for Windcheetah
@ £5/tyre.  All tyres are herringbone semi slick,
although I do have some 305’s with choc-block

treads stocked for Tactic. Ring me
on 0141 332 4733 for more info”

So now you all know…

Fine Young Cannondales

Richard Ballantine forwarded the
following, from the Bikebiz web site
(trade only, I think):

“Back at the beginning of August,
bikebiz.co.uk revealed that Rhubarb

and Custard, a recumbent in the HPV World
Champs held in Brighton, was in all likelihood, a
Cannondale. Now Cannondale confirm the
speculation is correct.

On 6th August, bikebiz.co.uk carried the news
that Cannondale had been participating in the
HPV World Championships. http://
www.bikebiz.co.uk/web/article.php?id=1542
broke the news to a wide audience following
speculation on a recumbent newsgroup mailing.
HPV sites around the world then went into
overdrive following up the bikebiz.co.uk story.
Grainy photos soon started appearing of the
Cannondale ‘bent being tested.
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Now Cannondale comes clean and admits the
Rhubarb and Custard is, indeed, one of their
machines. And not before time, especially as
Peter Eland of VeloVision talked about the bike
with Cannondale Europe on this site over the
weekend.

It’s a medium wheelbase, full-suspension
recumbent with a 20 inch rear wheel and 16
inch front and has Cannondale’s trademark fat
aluminium tubes.

Dave Larrington, editor of the British Human
Power Club newsletter, said Rhubarb and
Custard looked a lot like a BikeE, the recum-
bent that has sold 15 000+ units in the US.  It’s
the baby of Chris Dodman, one of
Cannondale’s coterie of engineers. Dodman is
British and was formerly the design bod behind
many of Middleburn’s creations. He left for the
US three years ago.

Tom Armstrong of
Cannondale HQ in
Connecticut, USA, said
Cannondale would
begin shipping its first
units by the end of
2001.  “The new
Cannondale is being
targeted towards
cyclists who traditionally
have opted for hybrids
or comfort bikes,” said
Armstrong. “[It will]
feature a compact
frame with low step-
over height to make
getting on and off of the
bike easy, and it will
have a low bottom
bracket to position the

pedals low to simplify starting and stopping. The
new model will be hand-welded and heat-
treated from 6061-T6 aluminium tubing using
Cannondale¹s patented production process,
and it will also make use of Cannondale¹s
extensive experience designing front and rear
suspension systems.”

A statement from Cannondale said Chris
Dodman first began designing prototypes three
years ago. Throughout the recumbent¹s
development, Dodman utilised CAD (Computer-
Aided Design) tools and Cannondale’s sophisti-
cated testing and prototyping systems.

The bike’s next outing is at Interbike at the end
of the month.”

Richard added a further item, from Chris
himself, but unfortunately my PC has been
unable to decipher it, so it’ll probably have to
wait.  But forget what “Cycling Plus” said: “ A
few years back Cannondale brought out a long
wheelbase recumbent.  It sucked.”  Rather, one
Cannondale employee built a Cannondale-
esque LWB for his own amusement, which bike
was frequently mistaken for a genuine
Cannondale by hopeful Americans "

Photo: Seb Rogers

Chris Dodman (centre) with Rainer
Moosman (R) and Andy Alexander (L)

Photo from Chris Dodman
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Inner Tuba

Met a chap named Jon
Hodkin in Lancaster.
“Who he?” you may
ask.  Well:

“In 18 days starting on
18th September 2000,
Jon Hodkin cycled 1184
miles round the six
counties of England’s
East Midlands Region.
He towed behind him a
trailer containing
various musical
instruments, most
importantly his tuba.  He
took his Artist Of The
Year project, called
“Inner Tuba” to 42
venues, including
schools, hospitals, day
centres, residential
homes, museums,
parks, and city centres.
…
[Jon] is researching the
financial and practical
aspects of a trip across
Canada.  In Spring /
Summer 2002, subject
to funding, he plans to
pedal his show to the
country’s famous
cultural and commercial
centres as well as the many small communities
scattered throughout this spectacular land.

You are invited to consider the widespread
exposure that your organisation can enjoy by
investing in and supporting the venture.
Interested?

Inner Tuba, 2 Charnley Street, Lancaster,
Lancashire, LA1 5 RE, tel/fax: +44 (0) 1524
382850, e-mail:
innertuba@kabine.demon.co.uk, web: http://
www.innertuba.org.uk”

Jon further intimated that he is considering
using a recumbent trike for the trip, and is of the
opinion that a custom-built, suspended trailer
could well prove a boon.  He’d be grateful for
any advice anyone might care to give him.

Is It A Bird…

Cap’n Bob Dixon has found himself in the news
again!  Actually, this was back in June, but I
only just found out, via a couple of newspaper
clippings supplied originally by Paul Davies’
mother.  Anyway, it transpires that Devon
headmistress Sue Lane has bought one of the
Bobster’s Pickup four-wheelers, but is having
trouble finding anyone prepared to insure it!
For a pure HPV, of course, this would not be a
problem, but since Ms. Lane’s machine is fitted
with electric assist, it has to be registered.  One
item says that she has demanded a refund from
AVD, which they refused on the grounds that
there is an insurance policy available, but the
other quotes Bob as saying “It took us three
months to get a category for the vehicle from
the DVLA.  But we are still waiting for them to
decide what kind of licence the driver needs.

Bob Dixon spots an insurance broker (not pictured)
Photo: Manchester Metro News
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We have spoken to the big insur-
ance companies and about six
brokers and no one wants to know.”

There may be a moral here, possibly
not unconnected with ex-Chairman
Mike’s views on electrically-assisted
HPV’s "

Bloody Students

Also from Paul’s mum comes news
of stuff they never did when I was a
kid…

“It may look like fun - but there’s
more riding on the success of these
stunning four-wheel bikes than first
meets the eye” write Deborah Haile
in the “Manchester Evening News”.

“Engineering students from UMIST
have spent the past three months
designing and building the special-
ised vehicles.  And the marks that
went towards their degree were

The UMIST machines
Photos: Andrew Yates / Manchester Evening News
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determined by their success in a head-to-head
race at Manchester’s Velodrome.  A fixed
budget of £1500 meant that the teams of
students, all in their final year, built the bikes
from scratch.  The project is designed to test a
range of skills and principles taught during their
course.

‘We use this project because they have to look
at a number of engineering disciplines at the
design stage and they have to use a number of
the skills they have picked up during their
degree’ said Dr. Keith Seffen, UMIST lecturer in
Mechanical Engineering.  ‘It doesn’t just have to
be a load-bearing structure, but it has to be
reasonably lightweight.  They have to have
drive systems right from the pedals to the cogs
at the back.  It has to be smooth so it has to
have little friction.’

One group of students built their vehicle out of
aluminium, the other out of carbon fibre.  The
race against the clock at the Velodrome was the
culmination of their efforts.  The aluminium
vehicle notched up an impressive 28 mph
during the session.  The carbon fibre one,
pictured without a cover (fairing - Ed.), was
slower.

As well as designing and building the vehicles
the students have to produce papers and
reports on their progress to obtain marks
towards their four-year degree.”

Ending Bit

Dave Williams writes: “Back in Issue 53, the
cover showed the hazards of Moose on the
track. How fortunate we were to be warned, the
enclosed article from the BikeMagic.com
website shows what could have happened to
any of us without this timely warning!!”

“Bikemagic.com
Article, Aug 16

There’s a moose loose about this race

A bad day’s racing turned worse but more
memorable for Fredrik Åkerman (Team Skåne)
this weekend. Having dropped off the back of
the peloton in the Scandinavian Open, he had
his head down and was chasing hard to regain
contact when he made contact of an altogether
different kind.  He failed to see the full grown
bull moose until point blank range, and ended
up rolling down the road with his bike firmly
wedged in its antlers.

Thankfully for both of them the moose shook
the bike clear at the edge of the forest and
then disappeared. Both bike and rider escaped
serious injury, but the moose will have to
become a little less obvious if it’s to survive the
annual moose hunting season which begins in a
couple of months. Thanks to Cyclingnews.com
for that one.

It’s Your Letters, It’s Your Letters!
Beech Grove Bruderhof, Nonington, Kent, CT15

4HH
Tel: 01304-842-980

e-mail: klausm@bruderhof.com
web: http://www.peacegarden.co.uk

I am 69 years of age and love to use a bicycle. I
also have arthritis in my feet and use the bicycle
for getting around from home to work and back
again. I also use it for going on walks with my
family. The one I have now has an ultra low
gear.

Now comes my problem. First it is a woman’s
bike, but even at that I nearly fall when I try to
get on the bike. So I have been thinking about a
recliner bike. As far as I know it is very easy to
get in and so I am looking around for a second

hand one in good shape. I also have next to no
money .

If all of this is not asking too much , can anyone
please help me ? One way or the other?

Many thanks
Klaus Meier

Does anyone have any info on an old cyclist by
the name of Wilson Stott and his partner, a man
by the name of Tweddle? Wilson is now 95 and
in hospital; he claims to have held the record for
Lands End to John O’Groats for tricycle,
tandem tricycle and tandem.

Ted Marshall
e-mail: EMars1929@aol.com
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On behalf of Team Sidwell I’d like to thank all
those who went to Brighton for their enthusiastic
and inspirational support of our Junior rider
Katherine Sidwell, particularly at the end of the
2-hour race at Goodwood.

After the event (some may say it should have
been before) we calculated that Katherine’s
bike weighs over 37% of her body weight,
equivalent to a 55 lb. bike for a 10½ stone rider.
This is almost entirely due to the lamentable
lack of engineering skills at Team Sidwell. For
next season we hope to improve the ratio a
little, either with a lighter bike or by fattening up
the rider, and offers of help with either would be
most welcome.

Katherine passing Denis Mario Ahrens at the Goodwood chicane.  Or was it the other way round? "
Photo from Chris Dodman

Meanwhile we would like to record our appre-
ciation of the superb job done by Jonathan and
everyone else involved in organising the
Worlds. It was a hugely enjoyable and well-run
event, a view shared by everyone I spoke to.
Congratulations!

Andrew Sidwell
Technical Manager, Team Sidwell Racing

The Editor notes that an improvement of body
weight / bike weight ratio is certainly possible,
given the way Ms. Sidwell demolished her
dinner in the pub after Lancaster, to the
enormous disappointment of the assembled
BHPC Vultures "

Mr Andrew J Kinlan, 15 Brookway, Greasby,
Wirral, CH49 2NH

10/08/01

As a new member of the BHPC I thought it
would be appropriate to make a contribution to
the Newsletter!  I would class myself as a
enthusiastic recumbent rider with a modest

aspiration to go just a little further and faster
than before.  I have progressed from a ponder-
ous but competent SWB top steer 7 speed hub-
geared recumbent  to a under-seat steer SWB
aluminium-framed 21-speed road rocket .. I
hope I’m not alone when I say it’s an almost
religious experience when you find a good
machine.
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My conversion to HPV’s began 3 years ago
after a five minute test ride of a BikeE from a
bike shop in Bath.  It was from that shaky start
that I have searched to discover and ride as
many different types of recumbents as possible.

It is perhaps at this point that I should thank the
very capable Kevin at DTek for being patient
and pointing me in the right direction. It’s
probably very familiar to most HPV cyclists that
we are very much alone out there on the roads
and a chance meeting with another recumbent
rider is as likely as tripping over a six pound
gold nugget. It’s for this reason I now make the
annual pilgrimage to the CycleVision event near
the town of Lelystad in northern Holland
(Flevoland). I think I would be right if I said
every aspect of HPV cycling is covered over the
two-day event.  Those of you who may be
reading this that strive for all-out speed and
endurance events should really question why
they weren’t there.  Personally I wallow in the
technical, innovative and collective culture of it
all.  I would be curious to know if anyone in the

BHPC has ever cycled to the CycleVision event.
My wife and I are planning to do this next year
as part of my third pilgrimage.  Enclosed,
heaven is a Dutch recumbent shop!

Many thanks

The Editor replies: I think Ian Hague may have
ridden over to CycleVision, and certainly a fair
few BHPC members made the trip to Lelystad
for the World HPV Championships in 1995
under their own steam.  And I dare say some
will be repeating the performance next year, as
it’s the turn of the NVHPV (Dutch HPV club) to
host the European Championships next year.  I
am told that the venue will again be Lelystad
(Hurrah!) and that the provisional date will be
June 21st - 23rd (Boo!, at least for those with
school-age children).

Interior of Ligfietsshop Tempelman, Dronten.  As the correspondent points out, DROOL!!
Photo: Andy Kinlan
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The Return Of The Legendary Paul Davies Column!

Ian Chattington, after winning a race
(surprise...)

Photo: Nigel Sleigh

Bikes, Boats And Greased Ears
My new machine has done about 1000 miles
since February, and Ian did quite well on an
identical one recently!  Can I claim the World
Constructors’ title?  Incidentally, we are both still
waiting; Ian for media attention and lucrative
offers to turn pro. While I’m expecting to be
head-hunted by a big budget outfit like the
“Blueyonder Challenge” - perhaps they’ve lost
our phone numbers?

My chassis is essentially the same as Ian’s
“Type 2”.  It’s quite conventional and works well
unfaired on the road, and for some reason it
seems to climb better than other bikes I’ve built.
The D6 is totally new and has about 10% less
frontal area than the Mk 5.  At 17 cm shorter,
surface area is also reduced.  It’s about 3 mph
faster - possibly a bit more.  At Manchester I
was lapping consistently at 34-35 mph and
managed to keep up with Ian for the last few
laps at 37 mph.  Outdoors, this new shell
encourages speeds sufficient to kill flies with the
windscreen - it’s anyone’s guess what this says
about its shape…

It ought to be possible, if we start now, to get 10
or so fast reliable evenly matched fully-faired
machines ready, to offer ourselves as an added
side-show at the Commonwealth Games in
Manchester next August…

Having established by trial and error (using a
crude wooden deck) the ideal weight distribu-
tion for my catamaran, I’ve now built a proper
deck in foam and fibreglass.  The complete boat
has now done many hours, mainly on our local
river which should not be confused with the one
which runs famously through Stratford - ours is
obviously named after the nearby tyre and
rubber factory!  Tyson Rigg’s reliable and
maintenance-free prop unit is still fitted.  Its
apparent simplicity belies countless hours of
testing and development.

I was told recently, by a friend who rode at the
“Aspro Speed Trials” in 1980, about his
employer at the time (quite well known as a
builder of uprights), who managed, one evening
in the event campsite, to get his head stuck
between fairing and frame.  Much swearing and

buttering the lobes having failed, extraction was
only achieved by ignoring the printed warning,
putting a plastic carrier bag over his head and
applying brute force to the handles!  Sadly
lacking these days, that sort of thing…

Thanks to Geoff Bird for his supporting
comments on rules and classes - and for his
marketing expertise.  We’ll discuss commission
when an order floods in!  In the same issue as
Geoff’s remarks are draft rules for
unstreamlined HPV’s.  He mentions elsewhere
that we are in danger of heading the way of the
UCI, under whose auspices we recently saw the
ridiculous spectacle of Chris Boardman
reducing his own hour record!  Rules are open
to abuse and (mis)interpretation, encourage
conformity and lead straight to the scrutineering
bay and the man in the blazer!  Strangely the
drawing with the draft rules shows a typical
recumbent bike - I’m very familiar with one of
those - but I’ve no idea what an unstreamlined
HPV might be like…
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Builders’ Corner

Proof that it actually worked!!
Photo: Martin Le Voi

Confessions of a Crash Test Dummy, Part 1:
“Oh no! How did it happen?”

by Geoff Bird

Following my report in the last newsletter, you
will be pleased to hear that I managed to finish
my streamliner in time for the World Champion-
ships but, apart from a quick spin round our
housing estate early on the Sunday morning,
Brighton was the scene for its maiden voyage.

Things started well. The first venue for the
Worlds was Preston Park – a large tarmac
velodrome. Despite the bike not having bomb
doors I hit 38.5 mph on practice day. I was even
interviewed by BBC Online. The next day was
1km time trials. I was the fastest faired bike and
sixth fastest overall (I am NOT at the height of
fitness).

The next day the venue moved to Hove Park. In
my first heat the front fairing mounting broke on
the warm up lap, and to give me time to repair
it, I was put in a later heat. Come the race, I
carved through most the field on the first half of
the first lap, but my speedo wasn’t working.

Then Disaster! On a twisty downhill section
before the Start/Finish I misjudged my speed
and became airborne on a rise. I hit a wooden
post, protected by a bail of Rockwool, almost
head on, at about 40 mph. My injuries were
slight considering the size of the impact (badly
bruised feet and left thigh) but the bike was a
complete write-off. 500 hours work for 5
minutes racing? Bad deal!
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What happens when things go wrong
Photo from Geoff Bird

Post-post depression...
Photo from Geoff Bird

Unfortunately I wasn’t the only person to crash
badly at Hove Park that day. Iain James made a
bit of a mess of himself trying to rearrange an
iron fence and Slash had a high speed off, all in
the same section of the track. Despite the fact
that my accident was in a large part due to
disengaging my brain at a critical moment, it
would seem a good time for us all to cast our
minds toward the issue of safety.

My crash was probably one of the most severe
HPV racing impacts ever. The fact that I was
not badly injured was partly down to the
inherent safety of a fully faired HPV over a
Victorian ‘Safety Bike’ and partly because I had
put some thought into safety at the design
stage. I made sure there were no potentially

injurious projections on the bike or
inside the fairing. The fairing was
internally padded at the contact
points (shoulders, elbows and hips).
The handlebar stem was pivoted
and the nose panel designed to
crumple in a head on collision.
These may seem obvious precau-
tions but safety is sometimes
forgotten in the rush to complete a
project.

One interesting observation from
both my and Iain’s crash is that in a
head on impact, rather than one’s
body slumping forward, it tends to
‘submarine’. For this reason it would
seem sensible to make the angle of
the down tube on a low racer as
shallow as possible and make sure it
is well padded. Luckily mine was
both.

The other consideration is track
safety. I think most of the tracks we
use are inherently safe, with plenty
of run-off, but there are a few places
where some straw bales would not
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Or
Five Days Of Scoffing Nicotine

Chewing Gum Like It Was Sweeties

Author’s Note

When giving the results, I have only listed the top
three placings plus those who might loosely be
termed “Brits”.  Full results can be had from the
BHPC web site.  If you send me a large SAE, I’ll
print you a set…

The Prologue

And there was a Great Organisating throughout
the land, but as that is of no conceivable
interest to you, Constant Reader, I shall not
mention it again.  Much.  Probably.

Wednesday August 1st

A Nice Day.  Potter down to Brighton and hook
up with the mob at Preston Park.  This is a
highly unusual track.  It’s almost, but not quite,
square.  The four corners are all distinct and
lightly banked, and the tarmac surface is new
and very smooth.  And it’s not level!  Yep, a
velodrome with a hill in it!  This bizarre phenom-
enon clearly required investigation, and thus it
came to pass that in the middle of all the
Organisating, Registrating, Scrutineering and

go amiss. I don’t think it is sufficient to just ask
riders to be careful – it’s a fine line between
going fast and going too fast!

To change the subject slightly, I have been
thinking some more about the issue of racing
rules and classes and am increasingly con-
vinced that we should keep the rules governing
racing machines to the bare minimum.

Imagine this scenario: One of our number
conceives of a simple and lightweight aerody-
namic device which, when fitted to an unfaired
recumbent, might not only make one go faster
in races but may also benefit the humble touring
or commuting cyclist. The thing is that under the
present rules there is no incentive to develop
such a device. Our hapless inventor would go
from the unfaired class to the open class, where
he would have to compete against streamliners.
Isn’t this just the sort of innovation we ought to
be encouraging?

It is now possible to buy a competitive tail-faired
low racer at an affordable price. Having done so
it is more advantageous to spend ones time
doing lots of the T-word rather than making
modifications that might endanger the ma-
chine’s unfaired status. It may get to the point
where the unfaired winner in a future WHPVC
will consider that his fully faired counterpart is
cheating and doesn’t deserve his World
Champion laurels.

Surely this is not what we are about. The sports
class is presently fulfilling the purpose that the
pre-low-racer unfaired category was intended
for, which is no bad thing, but how long before
someone comes up with a purpose built racer
that conforms to the sports class rules? Do we
really want to direct our creativity toward trying
to get round a set of arbitrary rules rather than
striving to improve the efficiency of the bicycle?

In the last newsletter I promised a report on
Polydur, the water-based moulding system I
used for my fairing. Well it’s a bit of a curate’s
egg really. It don’t smell hardly at all, which
makes all the difference in the domestic
environment. It is much quicker than any other
moulding system I’ve used and of course you
can wash your brushes etc in water. It is also
quite fragile; you can’t go levering it with
screwdrivers and the gelcoat chips easily.
According to the manufacturers you can use it
in conjunction with an epoxy gelcoat, which
would be worth trying.

I’d seriously consider it if you are only looking to
take 2 or 3 mouldings from the mould. Any
more than that and you are better off with the
more conventional mould materials. Get it from
Denaco on 01283 520777. Read more about
this and other fairing building tips on my website
(http://www.hpv-heaven.com) under ‘online
advice files’.
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The Little Black Number & Jan Limburg’s Quest
Photo: Martin Le Voi

General Stuff that was going on, assorted
people took to the track to give it a try.  Particu-
larly impressive were our transatlantic visitors –
Sean Costin, Sam Whittingham and Rob
English.  While Rob and Sam were mounted
upon Baron low racers of conventional appear-
ance, Sean’s mount, called “Alchemy”, de-
serves a mention.  Carbon main frame in an
“over-the-shoulder” configuration, aluminium
pipework, front-drive and the rear (disc) wheel
hung miles out on what looks like a normal front
fork.  The three of them spent a long time
hurtling around the track in close formation. And
dead impressive they looked too.

Not so many streamliners registered this year
as might have been hoped, but Geoff Bird’s
machine, whose lengthy gestation has been
chronicled on these pages, was present and
almost correct – it was lacking its bomb-doors
but otherwise looked stunning in its silver paint
job.  Geoff had it running at a fairly good lick –
turning laps at the same sort of speed at gNick
had been managing.  Scratch one fully-faired
machine, though, as Walter Berger came in
looking somewhat apprehensive after his first
run in the pink Birk.  Although gNick and Geoff
had been running in the high thirties (miles per
hour, natch), Walter had found the breeze
inexorably pushing his machine towards the
fence heading down towards what I suppose
should be designated Turn 4, and decided that
it might be sensible to run his tail-faired bike
instead…  Steve Slade, having his second
outing in Miles Kingsbury’s Little Black Number,

had no such problems; though the beast
sounds rather like my neighbour’s elderly
Granada when starting, he too was flogging
around the track at a good clip.

Also noteworthy were the Quests.  Five of them,
at least, which had borne their owners all the
way from sunny Flevoland, and parts beyond.
All appeared to have liberal quantities of empty
Coke cans and old banana skins on the floor, so
it appears that, in The Netherlands at least, a
velomobile can make a perfectly acceptable car
substitute.  Do they have cup-holders?
Enquiring minds wish to know…

Other notable things were the sheer number of
identical matching Optima Barons campaigned
by the Tim Biesemans Ligfietsen team and the
only slightly smaller quantity of assorted
Challenges being run by the Dutch Elan team.
And the Razz-Fazz bikes – German-built ultra-
lightweight rear-suspended low racers.  I’ve
heard weights quoted as low as 7 kg (15.4 lb.),
though I imagine this doesn’t include the tail-
fairings, or much in the way of gears.   And
Aussie visitor Ian Humphries constructing a
yellow Correx tail-fairing for his ultra-low MR
Swiftlet trike.  And the weather.  Hot and sunny,
luvverly.  Michael Fish, the spoilsport, said it
wouldn’t last, but you don’t need a weatherman
to know which way the wind blows…

We finally got fed up with this, so went our
separate ways to the university and /or the race
course.  The latter, home of the campsite, is at

the top of one of the larger hills in
the neighbourhood.  Obliged to
attend to the computer up there, I
took my mountain bike.  A wise
move, as it turned out – the only
other machine I had with me
equipped with lights was the
Speedy, with a bottom gear about
15” too high.

Thursday August 2nd

Well, the weather isn’t too bad as I
devour breakfast up at the race
course, but by the time we start to
convene back at Preston Park, the
showers are blowing in from the sea
at intervals both regular and
frequent.  And there’s a massive
queue to ensure that all competitors
are issued with transponders for the
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Geoff Bird leads Ian Chattington
Photo: Martin Le Voi

Pos Name Vehicle Class Time Km/h MPH
1 Sean Costin Alchemy O/U 1:19.72 51.39 31.94
2 Allert Jacobs & John Poot Flevo Rug-aan-Rug O/U/T 1:21.27 50.41 31.33
3 Rob English Yellowbike / Optima Baron O/U 1:22.05 49.93 31.03
7 Geoff Bird HPV-Heaven.com O 1:25.16 48.11 29.90

10 Ian Chattington Equus Anonymous O 1:26.15 47.55 29.56
12 gNick Green A Wooden Fish On Wheels O 1:26.68 47.26 29.37
21 Iain James Project X O/U 1:31.43 44.81 27.85
22 Steve Slade Little Black Number O 1:31.44 44.80 27.85
23 Pete Cox Lune O/U 1:31.63 44.71 27.79
27 Tim Costen Kingcycle Wasp O 1:34.22 43.48 27.02
38 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot O 1:38.07 41.77 25.96
41 Dave Moreno Speed Machine O/U 1:39.12 41.33 25.69
44 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics O/U 1:41.61 40.32 25.06
46 Patrick Field Ratcatcher 9 O/U 1:42.03 40.15 24.96
47 Andrew Harrington Challenge Hurricane O/U 1:42.13 40.11 24.93
48 Paul London Falcon O 1:42.30 40.05 24.89
49 Dave Larrington Speed Machine O/U 1:42.91 39.81 24.74
53 Mike Burrows Ratcatcher 9 O/U 1:44.00 39.39 24.48
55 Rob Hague Greenspeed GLR O/U/M 1:44.81 39.09 24.29
56 JP Speed Machine O/U 1:45.08 38.99 24.23
57 Andrew Sidwell Dilli-Dalli O/U 1:45.99 38.65 24.02
59 Richard Everett Kingcycle O/U 1:47.82 38.00 23.62
61 Fiona Grove Velodynamics T5 O/L 1:48.28 37.84 23.51
65 Jon Coulson Toxy ZR O/U 1:50.69 37.01 23.00
66 Phil Skoyles Mean 'n' Not Green O 1:50.91 36.94 22.96
67 David Hembrow Ross O 1:51.18 36.85 22.90
69 Dennis Adcock Purple Pig O 1:51.93 36.60 22.75
70 Paul Lowing Gnat O/U/M 1:53.27 36.17 22.48
71 Vaughn Reed Ratcatcher 9 O/U 1:53.39 36.13 22.46
74 Anne Coulson Kingcycle O/L 1:58.80 34.48 21.43
76 Simon Nuttall BikeE O 2:07.23 32.20 20.01
77 John Olson Trice Micro O/U/M 2:09.00 31.76 19.74
78 Denise Wilson Trice Micro O/U/L/M 2:09.48 31.64 19.66
79 Phil Wray Optima Baron O/U 2:19.15 29.44 18.30
81 Stuart Slade Kingcycle O/U/J 2:24.24 28.40 17.65
82 Andrew Smart Varna Arm O/U/M/A 2:26.43 27.98 17.39
84 Katherine Sidwell Snow Leopard O/U/L/J 2:45.67 24.73 15.37

Preston Park 2 Lap Time Trial

timing system.  So the
carefully-scripted
timetable rapidly attains
“academic interest only”
status, but finally we
managed to get the
two-lap standing start
sprints underway.  Not
as spectacular as the 1
km in Ghent, mainly
because the track itself
isn’t as exciting, but the
speeds are still high,
with the quickest
unfaired riders turning
out to be the fastest
overall as well – the
faired boys needing
more distance to get up
to full chat.  However,
the weather is distinctly
unhelpful, and during a
run by a group of the
fastest riders, Sam
Whittingham comes a cropper
at Turn 4.  Attempting to pass a
slower machine, he lost control
on the wet track and removed
much skin from his behind.  We
feared that the rider he had just
passed had rammed him to
add insult to injury, but Sam
said he’d escaped that
particular fate.  At which point
we paused for lunch, in the
hope that the weather would
co-operate more fully in the
afternoon.

Which it did, a bit, but with the
combination of the rain and the
late running, we were sadly
unable to hold the races
scheduled for the afternoon.
Naturally, as soon as this was
announced, the sun came out,
but by that time many of the
Party Faithful had decamped to
Hove Park to ready the
criterium course for the
morrow.  Much pounding of
stakes, stringing of mesh and
humping of sturdy barriers
ensued, with the result that by,
oh, late evening  the outside of
the course was securely
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Sam Whittingham lines up for the 1km
Photo: Dave Cormie

Sean Costin’s extraordinary device
Photo: Nigel Sleigh

fenced in, Hard Things like posts, bins and
benches were surrounded with Rockwool and
the small army of helpers could return to the
racecourse just in time to miss last orders at the
bar #  Fortunately for me, I had been beating
up on the computer instead, so was able to get
the odd pint in.

Friday August 2nd

Hurrah!  Lookee!!
Funny light in the sky!!!
Phone the police, I
say!!!!  Yes, the sun had
come out for the crit
races, and very
welcome it was too.  I
for one did not fancy
pounding around for
half an hour breathing
the spray from some
munter’s back wheel…

A word about the
circuit.  Wheeee!!  Hove
Park occupies a small
valley, and the track ran
down one side, along
the bottom and up the
other before feeding
into a couple of lo-o-o-
ong downhill corners to

bring one back to the start.  1.15 miles / 1.85
km long, so a bit longer than Eastway, and most
likely flat-out all the way round for most.  The
racing was run on a heats-semis-final basis,
with qualification for the next round being
assured for the top finishers in each heat plus
the next several fastest on time.  And so to Heat

1.  A walkover for the
Brits, with Ian
Chattington and Steve
Slade lapping all but
Belgian racer Igor van
Bever’s Optima Baron.
I’m told that Igor is one
to watch – this is only
his second year of HPV
racing, having gotten
bored with inline
skates…  An interesting
scrap between Rob
Hague’s Greenspeed
and Jaap “Jean Genie”
Stolk’s Trice Micro was
resolved in favour of
the latter, by a couple of
seconds, but Ian
Humphries was the
class of the trike field,
and surprising a lot of
people with his speed.
A pity Bob Knight was
unable to be present…
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Start of Heat 1
Photo: Martin Le Voi

Start of Heat 2
Photo: Martin Le Voi

Rebecca Gibb in Heat 3
Photo: Martin Le Voi

And I don’t know what happened to
our man Dennis Adcock in this heat,
as I wouldn’t expect him to be that
slow under normal circumstances.

Heat 2 – I was in this one, so I’m not
sure exactly happened, but Steve
Donaldson was first to the cheq-
uered flag, with Walter Berger, still
unfaired, glued to his tail.  A minute
or so back, the familiar Flevo back-
to-back tandem powered by Allert
Jacobs & John Poot came in a
whisker ahead of Stefan Willems’

Baron, with the rest of the field well
spread out.

Heat 3 – the Ladies, Juniors and
Dennis race – Mr. Adcock having a
second attempt, this time on his
tilting trike, the MTV 1.  Few
surprises as Rosmarie Bühler laps
the field to come in ahead of Corinne
van Noordenne and Swannette
Tempelman.  Nicole Berger edges
out Luzia Niederberger by a fraction
of a second to take fourth, while
Dennis can only manage seventh…
The battle of the Juniors goes to
Stuart Slade, two laps up on
Katherine Sidwell.

Heat 4 – while some of the more
rapid unfaired boys lead the way,
there is drama at the end of the first
lap…  As the course levels out, there
is, in the middle of the track, a bump.
It has been helpfully painted white,
but hitting it is not recommended,
particularly on a bike without
suspension.  We had earlier
observed Ian Chattington do just
that; the bike skipped a foot or so to
one size, doubtless leading to a
Scary Moment for Mr. C.  Geoff Bird,
however, was not so lucky, losing
control after his encounter with The
Bump and stuffing the machine
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Start of Heat 4
Photo: Martin Le Voi

Start of Heat 5
Photo: Martin Le Voi

nose-first into one of the stout wooden posts
which line that part of the circuit.  Geoff appears
more shaken than anything else, though later
his feet will swell up to the extent that he can
barely walk.  The machine, however, is a write-
off – not just that beautiful fairing but also the
bike inside.  Its boom is bent down almost into
the front wheel #.  The race is restarted, and at
the end of it all it’s Ymte Sijbrandij, riding his
unfaired Challenge Jester rather than the Quest
in this event, who holds off Martin Schröferl,
Rob English and Thomas Schott.

The final heat sees Denis Mario
Ahrens take advantage of the light
weight of the Razz-Fazz to romp
away for a relatively untroubled win,
ahead of reigning unfaired cham-
pion Frederik van de Walle, Elan
Ligfietsen racer Ed van Vugt on the
ex-Peter Groeneveld lightweight
(repainted and stickered-up as a
Challenge) and Sam Whittingham’s
Yellowbike-customised Baron.

A short break, while the Author and
Phil Wray demonstrate an inability
to do basic arithmetic in sorting the
runners and riders for the semi-
finals.  “When do they start?” I ask.
“Three-thirty” someone replies.  The
Editor suddenly realises that:

1. He is in the first semi-final, which
2. Starts in six minutes time, while
3. He is wearing little of his cycling kit, and
4. Can’t find his keys to unlock his machine

from the trailer.  Aaarrggh!!

Somehow I get myself onto the grid, only to
discover that the time-keepers have not yet
returned from lunch, chiz...  Off we go.  The
Razz-Fazzen again show their speed, but Steve
Slade eventually overhauls them and heads off
alone.  Somewhere towards the back, Mike
Burrows and I cop a tow off Kees Bakker; I
manage to hang on a little longer than Mike and

am pleased to see that we appear to
be gradually catching a solitary Iain
James.  All good things come to an
end however, in this case when
Kees pulls away on the uphill leg of
the course… and a lap or two later I
am horrified to find Iain in an
intimate embrace with the fence on
the fastest part of the course.  He
later (a LOT later) said that he’d just
dropped a wheel onto the grass and
lost control, ploughing into the sturdy
iron railings at about 30 mph and
hitting his head on the Project X’s
handlebars.  The bike is toast, with
chainset and front wheel demolished
and the forks seriously bent, though
Iain later commented that he was
pleased to see that his brazing had
all held up, and that his next
machine will feature a different
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Pos Name Vehicle Class Heat Laps Time Km/h MPH
1 Ymte Sijbrandij Challenge Jester O/U 4 14 33:42.13 46.11 28.66
2 Martin Schröferl Razz-Fazz O/U 4 14 33:42.20 46.11 28.66
3 Rob English Yellowbike / Optima Baron O/U 4 14 33:43.54 46.08 28.64
6 Ian Chattington Equus Anonymous O 1 14 33:52.58 45.87 28.51
7 Steve Slade Little Black Number O 1 14 34:19.03 45.28 28.14

10 Steve Donaldson Wasp II O 2 12 30:01.99 44.35 27.56
15 Tim Costen Kingcycle Wasp O 5 14 35:52.96 43.31 26.92
16 gNick Green A Wooden Fish On Wheels O 4 14 36:08.30 43.00 26.73
31 Iain James Project X O/U 5 12 33:55.58 39.26 24.40
36 Ian Willett Ironing Board O 5 12 34:50.10 38.24 23.76
39 Pete Cox Lune O/U 5 12 35:14.38 37.80 23.49
45 Patrick Field Ratcatcher 9 O/U 4 12 36:37.96 36.36 22.60
47 Mike Burrows Ratcatcher 9 O/U 1 12 36:43.18 36.27 22.54
49 Dave Larrington Speed Machine O/U 2 10 30:56.22 35.88 22.30
50 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics O/U 5 11 34:10.41 35.73 22.21
51 Richard Everett Kingcycle O/U 5 11 34:11.81 35.71 22.19
52 Andrew Harrington Challenge Hurricane O/U 5 11 34:11.94 35.70 22.19
54 Dave Moreno Speed Machine O/U 2 10 31:55.92 34.76 21.60
56 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot O 1 11 35:38.19 34.26 21.29
58 Rob Hague Greenspeed GLR O/U/M 1 11 35:44.17 34.17 21.23
59 Andrew Sidwell Dilli-Dalli O/U 4 11 36:11.73 33.73 20.97
60 David Hembrow Ross O 5 10 33:48.57 32.83 20.40
61 Jon Coulson Toxy ZR O/U 2 9 30:27.17 32.80 20.39
62 JP Speed Machine O/U 2 9 30:51.99 32.37 20.12
65 Paul London Falcon O 4 10 34:35.57 32.09 19.94
66 Fiona Grove Velodynamics T5 O/L 3 11 38:07.21 32.03 19.91
67 Dennis Adcock MTV1 O/U/M 3 10 35:39.93 31.12 19.34
68 Phil Wray Optima Baron O/U 2 8 28:40.23 30.97 19.25
69 Chris Dodman Rhubarb and Custard O/U 5 10 35:51.09 30.96 19.24
70 Phil Skoyles Mean 'n' Not Green O 4 10 36:08.97 30.71 19.08
74 John Olson Trice Micro O/U/M 4 9 33:46.57 29.58 18.38
76 Anne Coulson Kingcycle O/L 3 9 35:28.22 28.16 17.50
77 Denise Wilson Trice Micro O/U/L/M 3 9 35:41.67 27.99 17.39
79 Simon Nuttall BikeE O 2 7 29:14.66 26.57 16.51
80 Paul Lowing Gnat O/U/M 4 8 34:09.09 26.00 16.16
81 Stuart Slade Kingcycle O/U/J 3 9 38:48.73 25.74 16.00
82 Dennis Adcock Purple Pig O 1 8 36:25.05 24.38 15.15
83 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel O/U/L 3 7 35:19.48 22.00 13.67
84 Katherine Sidwell Snow Leopard O/U/L/J 3 7 39:28.41 19.68 12.23

DNF Geoff Bird HPV-Heaven.com O 4

Hove Park Combined Heats

Project X joins the dead bike pile
Photo: Nigel Sleigh

steering layout and
quite likely an
airbag…  The race
is cut short as the
ambulance needs
to get the big fella
away to the
hospital, and Steve
leads home Martin
Schröferl, Thomas
Schott and Denis
Mario Ahrens.

Semi 2 is thankfully
without incident –
although David
Verbroekken retired
his M5 Shock
Proof, it was up
and around the
next day so it
wasn’t as a result
of anything violent.
Ian Chattington
comes in well clear
of a fairly close
pack comprising
Igor van Bever,
Frederik van de
Walle, Ymte
Sijbrandij, Rob
English, Sam
Whittingham, Steve
Donaldson and
Stefan Willems –

separated by some fifteen seconds
in total.

A half-hour break before the final –
the first five finishers from each
semi-final and the next fifteen on
time to go through. Sensible
Rosmarie decides she’s had
enough, after again beating Corinne
in the semi.  Sean Costin, offered a
chance to compete, also wisely
declines.  Next fastest is Ian
Humphries, who accepts a place in
the final “just so I can say I got that
far” – which has been a remarkable
achievement considering he’s on a
trike.  Traffic is heavy at the start,
and while Ian Chattington appears to
get through reasonably easily, it
looks from our vantage point as
though Steve Slade is being badly
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Pos Name Vehicle Class Semi Laps Time Km/h MPH
1 Ian Chattington Equus Anonymous O 2 13 31:01.12 46.52 28.91
2 Steve Slade Little Black Number O 1 13 31:06.37 46.39 28.83
3 Martin Schröferl Razz-Fazz O/U 1 13 31:37.09 45.64 28.36
9 Rob English Yellowbike / Optima Baron O/U 2 13 31:48.10 45.37 28.20

11 Steve Donaldson Wasp II O 2 13 31:53.86 45.24 28.12
14 gNick Green A Wooden Fish On Wheels O 1 13 32:28.64 44.43 27.61
19 Tim Costen Kingcycle Wasp O 1 13 33:30.67 43.06 26.76
35 Dave Larrington Speed Machine O/U 1 11 32:22.88 37.71 23.43
39 Mike Burrows Ratcatcher 9 O/U 1 11 33:33.5 36.38 22.61
41 Pete Cox Lune O/U 1 10 31:18.96 35.45 22.03
43 Patrick Field Ratcatcher 9 O/U 1 10 33:03.17 33.58 20.87
44 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics O/U 2 10 33:10.39 33.46 20.80

DNF Iain James Project X O/U 1

Hove Park Combined Semi-Finals

Little Black Number’s steering, post crash
Photo: Dave Cormie

Pos Name Vehicle Class Laps Time Km/h MPH
1 Ian Chattington Equus Anonymous O 15 34:09.74 48.74 30.29
2 Denis Mario Ahrens Razz-Fazz O/U 15 35:13.95 47.26 29.37
3 Martin Schröferl Razz-Fazz O/U 15 35:50.10 46.46 28.88

10 Tim Costen Kingcycle Wasp O 14 35:39.42 43.58 27.09
13 Rob English Yellowbike / Optima Baron O/U 14 36:17.99 42.81 26.61
15 gNick Green A Wooden Fish On Wheels O 13 34:16.28 42.11 26.17
18 Steve Donaldson Wasp II O 13 35:10.83 41.02 25.49

DNF Steve Slade Little Black Number O

Hove Park Final

held up.  As is gNick – at one point he comes
through the start/finish area honking his horn
and yelling at the unfaired rider in front of him,
goes practically through the bush on the right of
the circuit, shoots across the track onto the
infield and somehow regains the circuit without

further mishap.
“Strewth!”, says
spectating Aussie
racer Rebecca
Gibb. “I though
there’s no way he’s
coming out of that
bush!”.  A rather
disgruntled gNick
does finish, though,
muttering darkly
about the behav-
iour of the said

unfaired rider and his dubious blocking tactics.
Ian Humphries doesn’t finish, though, pulling off
after four laps so as not to completely kill
himself for the morrow.  And nor does Steve
Slade…  Trying to get back on terms with Ian,
he finds himself unable to lean the bike as
much as is necessary on the long left-hand
bend at the top of the hill – the wind will not
permit it.  He too visits the fence, with the “head
tube” part of the monocoque bike detaching
itself from the rest of the machine and moving
rapidly backwards at the same time as Steve
finds his groin moving rapidly forwards… Ouch!
Apart from a case of boshed squollocks, he’s
otherwise undamaged, but Phil Wray and I
carry the wreckage back to join the growing
dead bike pool.

Happily there are no further mishaps, and Ian
runs out the winner, with Denis Mario Ahrens
breaking away from team-mate Martin Schröferl
towards the end to claim a fine second overall /
first unfaired.  A cracking performance from Tim
Costen, who came in tenth having just lost out
to Stefan Willems on the line, leaving gNick and
Steve Donaldson well behind.  Following which
there is a massive dismantling of barriers and
great movement thereof down to Hove Prom-
enade, where the 200m sprints will take place in
the morning.
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We are the road crew...
Photo: Nigel Sleigh

Pos Name Vehicle Class Race Laps Time Km/h MPH
1 Ian Chattington Equus Anonymous O Final 15 34:09.74 48.74 30.29
2 Denis Mario Ahrens Razz-Fazz O/U Final 15 35:13.95 47.26 29.37
3 Martin Schröferl Razz-Fazz O/U Final 15 35:50.10 46.46 28.88

10 Tim Costen Kingcycle Wasp O Final 14 35:39.42 43.58 27.09
13 Rob English Yellowbike / Optima Baron O/U Final 14 36:17.99 42.81 26.61
15 gNick Green A Wooden Fish On Wheels O Final 13 34:16.28 42.11 26.17
18 Steve Donaldson Wasp II O Final 13 35:10.83 41.02 25.49
24 Steve Slade Little Black Number O Semi 1 13 31:06.37 46.39 28.83
35 Dave Larrington Speed Machine O/U Semi 1 11 32:22.88 37.71 23.43
39 Mike Burrows Ratcatcher 9 O/U Semi 1 11 33:33.50 36.38 22.61
41 Pete Cox Lune O/U Semi 1 10 31:18.96 35.45 22.03
43 Patrick Field Ratcatcher 9 O/U Semi 1 10 33:03.17 33.58 20.87
44 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics O/U Semi 2 10 33:10.39 33.46 20.80
47 Iain James Project X O/U Heat 5 12 33:55.58 39.26 24.40
48 Ian Willett Ironing Board O Heat 5 12 34:50.10 38.24 23.76
51 Richard Everett Kingcycle O/U Heat 5 11 34:11.81 35.71 22.19
52 Andrew Harrington Challenge Hurricane O/U Heat 5 11 34:11.94 35.70 22.19
54 Dave Moreno Speed Machine O/U Heat 2 10 31:55.92 34.76 21.60
56 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot O Heat 1 11 35:38.19 34.26 21.29
58 Rob Hague Greenspeed GLR O/U/M Heat 1 11 35:44.17 34.17 21.23
59 Andrew Sidwell Dilli-Dalli O/U Heat 4 11 36:11.73 33.73 20.97
60 David Hembrow Ross O Heat 5 10 33:48.57 32.83 20.40
61 Jon Coulson Toxy ZR O/U Heat 2 9 30:27.17 32.80 20.39
62 JP Speed Machine O/U Heat 2 9 30:51.99 32.37 20.12
65 Paul London Falcon O Heat 4 10 34:35.57 32.09 19.94
66 Fiona Grove Velodynamics T5 O/L Heat 3 11 38:07.21 32.03 19.91
67 Dennis Adcock MTV1 O/U/M Heat 3 10 35:39.93 31.12 19.34
68 Phil Wray Optima Baron O/U Heat 2 8 28:40.23 30.97 19.25
69 Chris Dodman Rhubarb and Custard O/U Heat 5 10 35:51.09 30.96 19.24
70 Phil Skoyles Mean 'n' Not Green O Heat 4 10 36:08.97 30.71 19.08
74 John Olson Trice Micro O/U/M Heat 4 9 33:46.57 29.58 18.38
76 Anne Coulson Kingcycle O/L Heat 3 9 35:28.22 28.16 17.50
77 Denise Wilson Trice Micro O/U/L/M Heat 3 9 35:41.67 27.99 17.39
79 Simon Nuttall BikeE O Heat 2 7 29:14.66 26.57 16.51
80 Paul Lowing Gnat O/U/M Heat 4 8 34:09.09 26.00 16.16
81 Stuart Slade Kingcycle O/U/J Heat 3 9 38:48.73 25.74 16.00
82 Dennis Adcock Purple Pig O Heat 1 8 36:25.05 24.38 15.15
83 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel O/U/L Heat 3 7 35:19.48 22.00 13.67
84 Katherine Sidwell Snow Leopard O/U/L/J Heat 3 7 39:28.41 19.68 12.23

DNF Geoff Bird HPV-Heaven.com O Heat 4

Hove Park Overall

Saturday August 4th

It’s bright, but it’s breezy.  In fact,
crouched in the tent huddled over
the computer, it’s b***** freezing…
But at least it was good to see Iain
James up and around, albeit with a
wicked black eye and a colossal
number of stitches in his nose.
From our perch, at the start of the
measured 200 metres, there’s not
much to see save the odd machine
hurtling past and not much to do
except type numbers into the box
and fend off unhappy punters whose
times were apparently not recorded.
It’s all terribly complicated – we don’t
know who’s coming until they’re
upon us, the timekeepers are at the
other end of the timed section and
we get our numbers off the big

digital display in
front of our
position – except
when the display
doesn’t work, or
when times go
missing altogether
#  Rob English’s
first run on his
unfaired Baron
goes AWOL, as
does that of Ian
Chattington, while
Nils Schmidt and
Frederik van de
Walle steadfastly
maintain that their
speeds are too
fast.  In spite of
Frederik’s being
sufficient at this
stage to put him in
second place,
one-hundredth of
a second behind
Ymte’s Quest,
and oddly
enough, exactly
the same time he
achieved in
winning in Ghent
last year.
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Helpful advice for Mr. Slade’s bicycle?
Photo: Jon Coulson (he’s a magistrate, y’know!)

Francis Mears’ Vector copy & Ian Humphries’ MR Swiftlet (with
tail fairing). Photo: Dave Williams

The veteran Rowing Machine
Photo: Dave Williams

Lunch comes and goes, and Ymte
still leads.  15 year old Francis
Mears, riding the veteran red Vector
copy, bangs in an excellent 42 mph
run to grab third place from Rob
English, giving the K2 an outing.  A
call is put out to Mr. Chattington –
“please do another run as we don’t
have a time for you!”.  We hear that
Ian declines at first – too windy – but
eventually he relents.  A short time
later, there is a mighty
“Aaaaaarrrggghhh!!!!” noise of the
kind often found issuing from the

Chat at Full Chat, and 9.8 seconds
later he clocks a 45.7 mph run to
snatch the win.  The last runner on
the course is another veteran, this
one from one of the original Aspro
events of the early eighties.  It’s
having its last run before honourable
retirement to a museum, and carries
riders too numerous to count, who
row the thing along, while a cox,
perched out over the rear axle,
steers the beast.  It’s crewed by
children this time, some of whom are
handicapped, and stops the watch in
23.1 seconds – 19.3 mph.
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Luzia Niederberger, Rosmarie Bühler and Nicole Berger
Photo: Dave Williams

Then it’s time for the 50 metre drags, which turn
out to be more like 70, but who cares…
Confusion arises rapidly, as Sam Whittingham
and Rob English are sharing the latter’s Bike
Friday.  What will happen should they both
make it to the final?  Suggestions include a race
on hands and knees, a race on scooters down
the hill from the campsite, a bare-knuckle
boxing bout or my personal favourite, Lorna
Wray’s suggestion that they should start with a
folded Brompton each, unfold it, ride the course

Pos Name Vehicle Class Sec Km/h MPH Sec Km/h MPH Sec Km/h MPH Sec Km/h MPH
1 Ian Chattington Equus Anonymous O 09.800 73.469 45.662 09.800 73.469 45.662
2 Ymte Sijbrandij Quest O 10.250 70.244 43.657 10.130 71.076 44.174 10.130 71.076 44.174
3 Frederik van de Walle Challenge Jester O/U 10.140 71.006 44.130 10.920 65.934 40.978 10.140 71.006 44.130
4 Francis Mears Vectorette O/J 11.040 65.217 40.533 10.640 67.669 42.057 10.640 67.669 42.057 10.640 67.669 42.057
5 Rob English K2 O 10.670 67.479 41.938 10.670 67.479 41.938
9 gNick Green A Wooden Fish On Wheels O 10.880 66.176 41.129 10.880 66.176 41.129

24 Tim Costen Kingcycle Wasp O 11.670 61.697 38.345 11.650 61.803 38.411 11.650 61.803 38.411
29 Rob English Yellowbike / Optima Baron O/U 11.790 61.069 37.954 11.790 61.069 37.954
36 Pete Cox Lune O/U 12.140 59.308 36.860 12.820 56.162 34.905 12.140 59.308 36.860
40 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics O/U 12.560 57.325 35.628 12.560 57.325 35.628
44 Ben Sherratt Challenge Hurricane O/U 13.350 53.933 33.519 12.830 56.118 34.878 12.830 56.118 34.878
50 Richard Everett Kingcycle O/U 13.170 54.670 33.977 13.810 52.136 32.403 13.220 54.463 33.849 13.170 54.670 33.977
52 Paul London Falcon O 13.220 54.463 33.849 13.530 53.215 33.073 13.220 54.463 33.849
53 Michael Ellis Michael Ellis O/U 13.600 52.941 32.903 13.400 53.731 33.394 13.400 53.731 33.394
55 Andrew Harrington Challenge Hurricane O/U 13.600 52.941 32.903 13.600 52.941 32.903
56 Paul Lowing Ross O/U 15.000 48.000 29.832 13.640 52.786 32.807 14.530 49.553 30.797 13.640 52.786 32.807
59 Chris Dodman Rhubarb and Custard O/U 13.830 52.061 32.356 13.830 52.061 32.356
59 Ben Dickinson Trice XL O/U/M 14.880 48.387 30.073 13.830 52.061 32.356 13.830 52.061 32.356
61 Dave Moreno Speed Machine O/U 14.010 51.392 31.940 14.010 51.392 31.940
62 John Olson Trice Micro O/U/M 14.150 50.883 31.624 14.150 50.883 31.624
63 Rob Hague Greenspeed GLR O/U/M 14.180 50.776 31.557 14.180 50.776 31.557
64 Phil Wray Optima Baron O/U 14.270 50.456 31.358 14.440 49.861 30.989 14.270 50.456 31.358
65 Anthony Cartmell Windcheetah O/U/M 14.320 50.279 31.249 14.320 50.279 31.249
66 Andrew Sidwell Dilli-Dalli O/U 15.300 47.059 29.247 14.370 50.104 31.140 14.370 50.104 31.140
68 Jon Coulson Toxy ZR O/U 71.890 10.015 06.225 14.580 49.383 30.692 14.580 49.383 30.692
70 Fiona Grove Velodynamics T5 O/L 14.920 48.257 29.992 14.920 48.257 29.992
71 David Hembrow Ross O 15.190 47.400 29.459 14.990 48.032 29.852 14.990 48.032 29.852
76 John Donnelly Orbit Crystal O/U 15.570 46.243 28.740 15.570 46.243 28.740
77 Anne Coulson Kingcycle O/L 29.860 24.113 14.986 15.720 45.802 28.466 15.720 45.802 28.466
78 Andrew Alexander Tour Easy O 15.780 45.627 28.358 15.780 45.627 28.358
79 James Rogers PDQ O/U 17.870 40.291 25.041 16.120 44.665 27.759 16.120 44.665 27.759
81 Denise Wilson Trice Micro O/U/L/M 16.900 42.604 26.478 16.450 43.769 27.203 16.450 43.769 27.203
82 Andrew Dade Street Machine O/U 17.060 42.204 26.230 17.060 42.204 26.230
83 Simon Nuttall BikeE O 18.500 38.919 24.188 18.060 39.867 24.778 18.060 39.867 24.778
84 Geoff Marshall Bromakin O/U/M/A 18.710 38.482 23.917 19.120 37.657 23.404 18.710 38.482 23.917
85 Katherine Sidwell Snow Leopard O/U/L/J 21.480 33.520 20.833 22.500 32.000 19.888 21.480 33.520 20.833

Run 3 Best RunHove Promenade Run 1 Run 2

and fold the bike up again.  How-
ever, it all comes to naught, as
Martin Schröferl and his Razz-Fazz
see off Rob, to book a place in the
final against Sam.  Sam’s experi-
ence as a track sprinter is not
wasted, however, and he comes in
the winner.  Among the Ladies, the
event was won by Swannette
Tempelman from Nicole Berger and
our own Fiona Grove.

Sunday August 5th

Peter Eland described the trip to
Goodwood as “an hour or so’s drive

away along horribly congested south coast
roads”, but when we set off it was fine, both
traffic and weather-wise.  Arrive at Goodwood
and set up in the paddock – proper facilities
extending to covered areas to keep cars out of
the sun!  Luxury!!  A certain amount of wander-
ing around, a mass unloading of the truckload
of machines newly arrived from Brighton –
which genius decided to put the Quests on the
top deck "?  Prize-giving ceremony for the
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A sight to gladden the eye - lining up at Goodwood
Photo: Dave Williams

races to date.  And finally lining up for the Main
Event, two hours or so of caning round the
historic circuit and hopefully trying not to do a
Stirling Moss, or worse, a Bruce McLaren…

Continuing the motor racing theme, seasoned
F1 observers will be familiar with the sight of
Jean Alesi and / or Jacques Villeneuve
rocketing off from mid-grid to get up with the
Rude Boys by the first corner.  My start was like
that, and at the end of the opening lap I was still
hanging onto the tail end of a huge bunch of
unfaired machine, in spite of having come
rather close to ramming the Jacobs / Poot
tandem under braking into the chicane.  The
draft from a group that size is fantastic, but alas
they began to spread into a long line, and I just
couldn’t keep up.  It wasn’t long before the next
group appeared, and I managed to hang on for
a while there too, but again the pace was too
hot, so off the back I went, exhorting the

astonishing Ian Humphries to “stay with ‘em”.
He did, while I time-trialled round for a while
before falling into a pack containing (but not
limited to) Pete Cox on the Lune, Mike Burrows
and Pat Field on their Ratcatchers, Derrick

Tweddle’s Velodynamics and Paul London in
the Falcon from these shores, plus Belgian
Dries Callebaut, the French posse of Jean-
Charles Gosselin, Rodolphe Friemel and Alban
Cassus-Soulanis, Thomas Bohn from Germany
on a Flux, Swiss Heinz Alder on a neat tail
faired machine which I think is a home-built,
Dutchmen Jaap Stolk on the Trice Micro, David
Verbroekken’s M5 Shock Proof and Arybert
Lekkerkerk (machine unknown), plus at least
one more rider whom I have so far not been
able to identify.  This is quite fun for a while, but
my adrenaline-crazed rush off the start
eventually catches up with me, my legs start to
seize up and I pull into the pits to retire.
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And they’re off...
Photos: Dave Williams

Ian about to take the lead
Photos: Dave Williams

Up at the front, Ymte Sijbrandij leads, but as we
are lapped for the first time, Ian Chattington is
sitting a foot or so off the rear of the Quest.  Not
long afterwards, he relieves Ymte of the lead
and motors serenely off into the distance,
eventually to stretch his lead to two minutes by
the finish.  The weather being pretty warm, and
the wind quite strong, it’s a seriously fine
achievement to average almost 35 mph for that
kind of distance in a two-wheeler.  Third over
the line was Walter Berger’s faired Birk, a lap
down, who must have been cooking under the
machine’s huge canopy.  Fourth, and a further
lap behind the leaders, was a revived Steve
Slade in Nigel Sleigh’s Plastic Maggot.  Fifth
overall, and first unfaired rider home, is Igor van
Bever from Belgium, riding an Optima Baron,
having escaped the attentions of Denis Mario
Ahrens, Thomas Schott and Rob English in the
final furlong, averaging over 28.5 mph.  It’s quite
difficult to keep track of who is doing what, with
long lines of identikit tail-faired low-racers
steaming past, especially if one has been riding
for some of the time.  Top triker, as expected, is
Ian Humphries who ran over 26 mph for the
race, and clocked in two laps ahead of an off-
par Bob Knight (riding against doctor’s orders).
Ladies winner is Rosmarie, having recovered
from her shock defeat in the sprints; Corinne
bagged second and Luzia Niederberger third.
All three Junior starters – Francis Mears,
Katherine Sidwell and Stuart Slade – completed
the race, with Francis unsurprisingly the first
home.  Sadly, throughout the Championships
we were never able to muster more than one
arm-powered competitor per event – Andrew
Smart did the 1 km, but was unable to attend for
the rest of the event, while Geoff Marshall could
only do the sprints and the road race, which he
completed successfully.
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Walter Berger heading for third place
Photo: Martin Le Voi

Some of the Fast Boys: R-L: Thomas Schott, Martin Schröferl, Denis Mario Ahrens, Frederik van de
Walle, unidentified Tim Biesemans team member

Photo: Dave Williams
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Above: The top half of Dries Callebaut leads Jean-Charles Gosselin, Jaap Stolk, Mike Burrows and Pat
Field.  Below: Pete Cox, ahead of Derrick Tweddle, Thomas Bohn, unidentified, Rodolphe Friemel, Heinz

Alder, Paul London and Arybert Lekkerkerk
Photos: Dave Williams
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Tail Styles: Thomas Schott (nearest wall), unidentified (no tail), Edgar von Ballmoos (low tail), Frederik
van de Walle (tall tail), Tim Elsdale (lo-o-o-o-ng tail, Ian Humphries (trike towards left), Bob Knight (at

the back, nearer the camera). Photo: Dave Williams

Unlike some…  Apart from Yours Truly dropping
out with general knackerdom, other retirements
included Swanette Tempelman, riding a Quest
in preference to her tail-faired low racer.  I’m not
sure what happened here; we did see the white
trike parked on its side alongside the Lavant
Straight, with Swanette wielding a pump at it,
but when I looked later, all three wheels
appeared happy.  Kees Bakker dropped out
after two laps, Ian Willett after four, with his
fairing attacking him, Tim Elsdale after eight and
Martin Verbroekken twelve.  Pete Cox broke the
front axle, or hub, or something in that general
area, on the Lune, but following a swift pedal
swap, he took off for the final 20-odd minutes
on your Editor’s machine, in spite of the latter
being rather too long and therefore excruciat-
ingly uncomfortable.  Nicole Berger also
succumbed to mechanical problems – the K-
drive on her Wasp breaking a crank.  Unde-
terred she borrowed a spectating bike – a Razz-
Fazz, I think, and continued to the finish.
Methinks Walter might have a request on his

Christmas list…  Unlucky Martin Schröferl
punctured a few minutes before the end when
up with the unfaired leaders, so in the results he
has been credited with the same time as the
last rider to finish – this being Eva von Ballmoos
and her Windcheetah, who started their final lap
about three seconds before Ian crossed the
line…

Frantic working-out of results and final
prizegivings.  Some of the details were
economical with the truth, but no errors in the
overall Champions – Rosmarie Bühler for the
Ladies and Ian Chattington for the Gentlemen.
And then we all went home.
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Pos Name Vehicle Class Laps Time Km/h MPH
1 Ian Chattington Equus Anonymous O 29 2:00:08.89 55.93 34.76
2 Ymte Sijbrandij Quest O 29 2:03:08.17 54.57 33.92
3 Walter Berger Birk O 28 2:03:51.86 52.38 32.56
4 Steve Slade Plastic Maggot O 27 2:01:19.43 51.57 32.05
8 Rob English Yellowbike / Optima Baron O/U 25 2:06:10.62 45.91 28.53
9 gNick Green A Wooden Fish On Wheels O 25 2:06:10.63 45.91 28.53

13 Steve Donaldson Wasp II O 23 2:01:14.08 43.96 27.32
17 Tim Costen Kingcycle Wasp O 23 2:04:02.01 42.97 26.71
33 Francis Mears Vectorette O/J 20 2:00:37.58 38.42 23.88
38 Mike Burrows Ratcatcher 9 O/U 20 2:03:04.68 37.65 23.40
39 Bob Knight Windcheetah O/U/M 20 2:05:19.29 36.98 22.98
40 Patrick Field Ratcatcher 9 O/U 20 2:05:57.72 36.79 22.87
46 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics O/U 20 2:08:54.40 35.95 22.34
48 Paul London Falcon O 18 2:00:22.54 34.65 21.53
51 Vaughn Reed Ratcatcher 9 O/U 18 2:04:52.77 33.40 20.76
54 David Hembrow Ross O 17 2:04:59.06 31.52 19.59
55 Jon Coulson Toxy ZR O/U 17 2:05:27.88 31.40 19.51
56 Dave Moreno Speed Machine O/U 16 1:58:35.24 31.26 19.43
58 Andrew Sidwell Dilli-Dalli O/U 16 2:02:22.60 30.30 18.83
59 Rob Hague Greenspeed GLR O/U/M 16 2:02:24.67 30.29 18.82
60 Chris Dodman Rhubarb and Custard O/U 16 2:03:09.23 30.10 18.71

62 Pete Cox Lune
Speed Machine O/U 16 2:05:34.10 29.53 18.35

63 Barry Walker Evolution O/U 15 2:01:35.45 28.59 17.77
64 Neil Selwood Trice Micro O/U/M 15 2:02:38.98 28.34 17.61
65 Chris Parker Trice Mini O/U/M 15 2:02:39.04 28.34 17.61
66 Ben Dickinson Trice XL O/U/M 15 2:02:39.39 28.34 17.61
68 Paul Jackson Street Machine O/U 15 2:05:49.13 27.63 17.17
70 Andrew Alexander Tour Easy O 14 2:00:51.87 26.84 16.68
71 Simon Nuttall BikeE O 13 2:07:07.19 23.70 14.73
72 James Rogers PDQ O/U 12 1:57:54.77 23.58 14.66
74 Frank Parker Trice O/U/M 12 2:02:07.07 22.77 14.15
75 Dennis Adcock Purple Pig O 12 2:07:56.63 21.73 13.51
76 Stuart Slade Kingcycle O/U/J 11 2:03:20.37 20.67 12.84
77 Katherine Sidwell Snow Leopard O/U/L/J 8 2:06:42.98 14.63 09.09
78 Geoff Marshall Bromakin O/U/M/A 7 2:09:42.76 12.50 07.77

DNF Tim Elsdale Prone O/U 8
DNF Ian Willett Ironing Board O 4
DNF Dave Larrington Speed Machine O/U ?

Goodwood "2 Hour" Road Race

Postscript

1. We had a few problems, some caused by
the weather, some by Odd Things
happening in the timing system and some
caused by people flying off the road when
trying too hard.  At the time of writing, Iain
James has had his stitches removed and
his black eye has subsided, but says that
the eye beneath is still a lovely red colour
and excellent for frightening small children
and abusive motorists.  For the other
problems, we can only apologise and try to
learn from our mistakes.  And at least the
rain was reasonably warm rain, unlike
Ghent…

2. One of the
Matters Arising at the
IHPVA meeting on the
Friday night concerned
Rules and Regulations.
While there are already
rules covering record
attempts, each
organising club is at
liberty to define racing
categories in any way
they see fit.  The
general ethos of the
HPV movement is “the
fewer rules the better”,
but several people
have noted that it
would perhaps be
beneficial to try to have
a single set of regula-
tions to at least cover
international events
within Europe.  IHPVA
Chair Ben Wichers
Schreur will be
gathering and circulat-
ing thoughts on the
matter in due course.
As Knud Jahnke
pointed out, in an e-
mail exchange
following the event, it
would be nice if “you
can just pack your

machine and go somewhere, knowing that
you will not require an extra brake or a
different helmet or such.”

3. Next year the World Championships return
to North America, being scheduled for
Brantford, Ontario.  Rob “Westcountry
Recumbents” Hague has been making
noises about a possible group booking to
attend – interested parties should contact
him (see the advert elsewhere in this
issue).  The Europeans will be in Lelystad,
The Netherlands, wot is a jolly fine venue
as we found out in 1995, and not difficult to
reach from the Hoek van Holland by
HPV…
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Pos. Name Vehicle Time
Trial Criterium Sprint Road

Race Total

1 Ian Chattington Equus Anonymous 1429 2000 2000 2000 7429

2 Ymte Sijbrandij Quest
Challenge Jester 1633 1633 1921 1921 7108

3 Rob English Yellowbike / Optima Baron
K2 1842 1336 1684 1531 6393

9 gNick Green A Wooden Fish On Wheels 1367 1274 1480 1480 5601
18 Tim Costen Kingcycle Wasp 986 1429 1043 1212 4670

24 Steve Slade Little Black Number
Plastic Maggot 1081 1043 0 1763 3887

36 Pete Cox Lune 1062 726 815 453 3056
42 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics 687 687 739 661 2774
43 Francis Mears Vectorette 0 0 1763 872 2635
46 Steve Donaldson Wasp II 0 1181 0 1336 2517
48 Dave Moreno Speed Machine 726 557 466 531 2280
49 Paul London Falcon 635 414 583 635 2267
52 Mike Burrows Ratcatcher 9 570 758 0 777 2105
53 Patrick Field Ratcatcher 9 661 700 0 739 2100
54 Rob Hague Greenspeed GLR 544 505 440 492 1981
55 Andrew Sidwell Dilli-Dalli 518 492 407 505 1922
58 Jon Coulson Toxy ZR 414 466 393 544 1817
59 David Hembrow Ross 400 479 372 557 1808
61 Andrew Harrington Challenge Hurricane 648 583 544 0 1775
62 Iain James Project X 1100 648 0 0 1748
63 Richard Everett Kingcycle 492 596 609 0 1697
66 Geoff Bird HPV-Heaven.com 1582 0 0 0 1582
67 Dave Larrington Speed Machine 622 834 0 0 1456
70 Chris Dodman Rhubarb and Custard 0 386 492 479 1357
72 Simon Nuttall BikeE 337 316 288 372 1313
73 Nigel Sleigh Plastic Maggot 777 531 0 0 1308
74 Fiona Grove Velodynamics T5 466 407 379 0 1252

76 Paul Lowing Gnat
Ross 379 309 531 0 1219

77 Katherine Sidwell Snow Leopard 281 281 274 330 1166
78 Phil Wray Optima Baron 316 393 427 0 1136
79 John Olson Trice Micro 330 351 453 0 1134

80 Dennis Adcock Purple Pig
MTV1 386 400 0 344 1130

82 Anne Coulson Kingcycle 351 337 330 0 1018
83 JP Speed Machine 531 453 0 0 984
84 Vaughn Reed Ratcatcher 9 372 0 0 596 968
85 Denise Wilson Trice Micro 323 330 302 0 955
86 Stuart Slade Kingcycle 302 302 0 337 941
87 Ben Dickinson Trice XL 0 0 492 407 899
89 Phil Skoyles Mean 'n' Not Green 407 379 0 0 786
90 Bob Knight Windcheetah 0 0 0 758 758
92 Andrew Alexander Tour Easy 0 0 323 379 702
94 Ben Sherratt Challenge Hurricane 0 0 687 0 687
95 James Rogers PDQ 0 0 316 365 681
96 Ian Willett Ironing Board 0 635 0 0 635
97 Geoff Marshall Bromakin 0 0 281 323 604
98 Michael Ellis Michael Ellis 0 0 570 0 570
99 Barry Walker Evolution 0 0 0 440 440
100 Neil Selwood Trice Micro 0 0 0 427 427
101 Anthony Cartmell Windcheetah 0 0 414 0 414
101 Chris Parker Trice Mini 0 0 0 414 414
103 Paul Jackson Street Machine 0 0 0 393 393
104 Frank Parker Trice 0 0 0 351 351
105 John Donnelly Orbit Crystal 0 0 337 0 337
106 Andrew Dade Street Machine 0 0 295 0 295
106 Andrew Smart Varna Arm 295 0 0 0 295
108 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel 0 288 0 0 288
111 Tim Elsdale Prone 0 0 0 0 0

Open
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Pos. Name Vehicle Time
Trial Criterium Sprint Road

Race Total

1 Denis Mario Ahrens Razz-Fazz 1336 2000 1212 1921 6469
2 Sam Whittingham Yellowbike / Optima Baron 1582 1582 1763 1480 6407
3 Frederik van de Walle Challenge Jester 1763 1274 2000 1305 6342
6 Rob English Yellowbike / Optima Baron 1842 1398 1100 1763 6103

29 Pete Cox Lune 1181 834 967 622 3604
35 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics 834 777 891 834 3336
39 Dave Moreno Speed Machine 891 648 583 700 2822
41 Mike Burrows Ratcatcher 9 700 872 0 967 2539
42 Patrick Field Ratcatcher 9 796 796 0 929 2521
43 Rob Hague Greenspeed GLR 674 609 557 661 2501
45 Andrew Sidwell Dilli-Dalli 648 596 518 674 2436
46 Jon Coulson Toxy ZR 557 583 492 713 2345
51 Andrew Harrington Challenge Hurricane 777 674 661 0 2112
53 Richard Everett Kingcycle 622 687 713 0 2022
54 Iain James Project X 1212 726 0 0 1938
57 Chris Dodman Rhubarb and Custard 0 505 609 648 1762
58 Dave Larrington Speed Machine 758 948 0 0 1706
61 Katherine Sidwell Snow Leopard 393 386 372 466 1617

62 Paul Lowing Gnat
Ross 531 407 648 0 1586

64 Phil Wray Optima Baron 440 518 544 0 1502
65 John Olson Trice Micro 466 453 570 0 1489
67 Stuart Slade Kingcycle 414 400 0 479 1293
68 Vaughn Reed Ratcatcher 9 518 0 0 758 1276
69 Denise Wilson Trice Micro 453 427 393 0 1273
70 JP Speed Machine 661 570 0 0 1231
71 Ben Dickinson Trice XL 0 0 609 570 1179
73 Bob Knight Windcheetah 0 0 0 948 948
74 James Rogers PDQ 0 0 407 518 925
76 Geoff Marshall Bromakin 0 0 379 453 832
77 Ben Sherratt Challenge Hurricane 0 0 815 0 815
78 Michael Ellis Michael Ellis 0 0 687 0 687
79 Barry Walker Evolution 0 0 0 609 609
80 Neil Selwood Trice Micro 0 0 0 596 596
81 Chris Parker Trice Mini 0 0 0 583 583
82 Paul Jackson Street Machine 0 0 0 544 544
83 Anthony Cartmell Windcheetah 0 0 531 0 531
83 Dennis Adcock MTV1 0 531 0 0 531
85 Frank Parker Trice 0 0 0 492 492
86 John Donnelly Orbit Crystal 0 0 414 0 414
87 Andrew Smart Varna Arm 407 0 0 0 407
88 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel 0 393 0 0 393
89 Andrew Dade Street Machine 0 0 386 0 386
92 Tim Elsdale Prone 0 0 0 0 0

Unfaired

Pos. Name Vehicle Time
Trial Criterium Sprint Road

Race Total

1 Rosmarie Bühler Birk Comet 2000 2000 1921 2000 7921
2 Corinne van Noordenne Challenge Taifun 1842 1921 2000 1921 7684
3 Luzia Niederberger Nöll 1633 1684 1582 1842 6792
6 Katherine Sidwell Snow Leopard 1367 1367 1367 1582 5714
9 Fiona Grove Velodynamics T5 1684 1633 1633 0 4893

11 Anne Coulson Kingcycle 1480 1531 1480 0 4542
12 Denise Wilson Trice Micro 1429 1480 1398 0 4358
13 Sherri Donaldson Kestrel 0 1398 0 0 1398

Ladies
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Pos. Name Vehicle Time
Trial Criterium Sprint Road

Race Total

1 Ian Humphries MR Swiftlet 2000 2000 2000 2000 8000
2 Jaap Stolk Trice Micro 1842 1921 1921 1842 7526
3 Rob Hague Greenspeed GLR 1921 1842 1684 1763 7210
5 John Olson Trice Micro 1633 1684 1763 0 5080
6 Denise Wilson Trice Micro 1582 1633 1480 0 4695
7 Ben Dickinson Trice XL 0 0 1842 1582 3424
8 Paul Lowing Gnat 1763 1531 0 0 3294

10 Geoff Marshall Bromakin 0 0 1429 1429 2858
11 Bob Knight Windcheetah 0 0 0 1921 1921
12 Dennis Adcock MTV1 0 1763 0 0 1763
13 Neil Selwood Trice Micro 0 0 0 1684 1684
14 Chris Parker Trice Mini 0 0 0 1633 1633
14 Anthony Cartmell Windcheetah 0 0 1633 0 1633
16 Frank Parker Trice 0 0 0 1480 1480
16 Andrew Smart Varna Arm 1480 0 0 0 1480

Multi-Track

Pos. Name Vehicle Time
Trial Criterium Sprint Road

Race Total

1 Geoff Marshall Bromakin 0 0 2000 2000 4000
2 Andrew Smart Varna Arm 2000 0 0 0 2000

Arm-Powered

Pos. Name Vehicle Time
Trial Criterium Sprint Road

Race Total

1 Allert Jacobs & John Poot Flevo Rug-aan-Rug 2000 2000 2000 2000 8000
2 Edgar & Eva von Ballmoos Greenspeed GTT 1921 0 1921 0 3842
3 Surprise Guests Rowing Machine 0 0 1842 0 1842

Multi-Rider

Pos. Name Vehicle Time
Trial Criterium Sprint Road

Race Total

1 Katherine Sidwell Snow Leopard 1921 1921 1921 1842 7605
2 Stuart Slade Kingcycle 2000 2000 0 1921 5921
3 Francis Mears Vectorette 0 0 2000 2000 4000
4 Pieter van Dyck My Bike 0 0 1842 0 1842

Junior

The following are Heroes

Ian Chattington Open
Rosmarie Bühler Ladies
Denis Mario Ahrens Unfaired
Geoff Marshall Arm-Powered
Katherine Sidwell Junior
Ian Humphries Multi-Track
Allert Jacobs & John Poot Multi-Rider

The following, in no particular order, are
Megastars:

• Andy Harrington
• Anne Coulson
• Anne Tweddle
• Carolyn Lowing
• Charlotte who helped with the number

spotting during the sprints
• Dave Moreno

• Fiona Grove
• Geoff Bird
• gNick Green
• Iain “Bread” James
• Jon Coulson
• Lorna Wray
• Martin Le Voi
• Mike Burrows
• Nigel Sleigh
• Pete Cox
• Phil Wray
• Richard Ballantine
• Rob Harris
• Sherri Donaldson
• Steve Donaldson
• Stuart Dennison
• Tina Larrington
• the PA People
• the Timing Trio
• the entire Sidwell family for making us all

laugh like idiots during Saturday’s dinner
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Top: Ian Humphries & Pots.  Arm-Powered Champ Geoff Marshall
in the background.  Bottom: Ladies Champion Rosmarie Bühler

Photos: Martin Le Voi

• the medium-sized army of
marshals, fence shifters and
bike (un)loaders

• anyone else who helped out in
any way and /or those whose
names I may have forgotten.

The following deserves a Big Hug:

• Hannah Tweddle - printer
operatrix sans peur et sans
reproche

The following should be Severely
Punished:

• Michael Fish - Thursday’s
weather

• Kees Bakker & Corinne van
Noordenne - Being too fast up
the hill in the first semi-final #

The following is a Superhero and
Megastar:

• Jonathan Woolrich

Iain James does his bit for the
bakery trade...

Photo: Tina Larrington
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Ian Chattington - World Champion
Photo: Martin Le Voi

Racing News

This Just In...

There’s plenty of it, but sadly no space for it in this edition…  But there’s a whole bunch of exciting
stuff, including, but not limited to, How Ian Chattington Lost A Race "  Read all about it in Issue 67!

Sam The Man

1 mile - 78.64 mph.  1 km - 79.79 mph.  200m - 80.55 mph!  All by Sam Whittingham in the Varna
Diablo, on October 6th.  Three new tandem records were also set by Freddie Markham and Chris
Springer in the Double Gold Rush, and two women’s records by Freddie’s 15-year old daughter Tanya,
in the Gold Rush Le Tour.  Jason Queally’s machine was well off the pace; although his 64.34 mph 200
m clocking is a new British record, the Blueyonder was just too big to be competitive.  Anyway,
congratulations to all concerned, and read the full report in Issue 67.
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More On That Cannondale

 (9/30/01)  Cannondale has unveiled its all-new
recumbent.  Dubbed the “Easy Rider”, the new
design is targeted towards cyclists who
traditionally have opted for hybrids or comfort
bikes.  “You can only make a conventional
bicycle so comfortable before the basic
diamond frame becomes a limitation,” said
Cannondale engineer Chris Dodman, designer
of the Easy Rider.  “A recumbent seats the rider
in a far more natural position, so it’s inherently
more comfortable, especially to a recreational
rider.  And because it seats the operator in the
same basic position as a car, a recumbent is
more intuitive to ride than a conventional
bicycle.”

The new Cannondale features a rider-friendly
compact frame.  The frame’s low step-over
height makes getting on and off of the bike
easy, and its low bottom bracket keeps the
pedals low to help simplify starting and
stopping. To enhance comfort the Easy Rider
features plush front and rear suspension
systems, which are especially important on a
recumbent since the rider can’t unweight the
saddle and use their legs as shock absorbers.

Cannondale has utilised its ten years of
experience designing suspension systems to
overcome a common problem with recumbent
suspension - bobbing under pedalling loads.
The rear suspension systems on most
recumbents utilise a high pivot located just
under the seat, well above the level of the
chain.  The forward-pushing force of the rear
wheel, in combination with chain pull, fully
extend the suspension and cause the seat to
rise up through whatever amount of sag the
rider has set into the system.  When pedalling
forces lessen, the suspension then settles back
into its sag.  This up-and-down bobbing can
occur almost continually (depending on the
recumbent’s design, how hard the rider is
pedalling and other factors), and it detracts from
the rider’s experience and their efficiency on the
bike.

On the Easy Rider, the pivot is positioned just
below the chain to balance the two forces that
would otherwise cause bobbing.  While the
wheel’s driving force wants to push the rear
wheel down and under the pivot (and fully
extend the suspension), the chain is working to

pull the rear wheel in the opposite direction: up
and over the pivot.  As chain pull increases, so
does the forward pushing force of the wheel, so
the two are always in balance and bobbing is
avoided.

The Easy Rider is hand-welded and heat-
treated from 6061-T6 aluminium tubing using
Cannondale’s patented production process.
The new bike will be available in two sizes that,
combined, fit riders from 4’8" to 6’10" (142 cm to
208 cm).   Saddle height on the Easy Rider is
27" (69 cm), and the generously padded seat
can be adjusted fore-and-aft over a distance of
8" (20 cm). The angle of the seat’s tubular
frame/mesh fabric backrest can also be
adjusted, with both seat adjustments accom-
plished via easy-to-use quick-release mecha-
nisms.

Featuring a 16" (ISO 305) front wheel and 20"
(ISO 406) rear wheel, the Easy Rider is also
outfitted with a HeadShok front suspension fork
that has 70 mm of travel.  An oil-damped, coil-
over shock controls the 75 mm of suspension
travel at the rear wheel.  The Easy Rider also
comes spec’d with a mid-drive 27-speed
drivetrain, plus a rear disc brake with V-brakes
up front.  Suggested retail on the Easy Rider
has not yet been finalised, but Cannondale
anticipates it will be approximately $2,000.

Cannondale’s Dodman began designing
prototypes of the Easy Rider three years ago.
Throughout the recumbent’s development, he
used advanced CAD (Computer-Aided Design)
tools and took full advantage of the company’s
sophisticated testing and prototyping systems.
A U.K. native, Dodman himself has a long
affiliation with recumbents.  He has been
building, riding and racing recumbents since
1988 in England and Scotland, where they
enjoy a level of popularity that is unmatched in
the U.S.

Hurry Up ‘arry

Harry Mansfield says that his kits for converting
a kid’s bike into a recumbent, as featured in
Issue 65,  are now available.  They were also
recently featured on the Beeb’s “Best Inven-
tions” programme.  More info from 66 Maiden
Place, Lower Earley, Reading, RG6 3HA, tel:
07774 903783, web: http://
www.recliningbikes.com
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Suppliers & Wants

Advertising rates for the body of this magazine: Full page: £30.00
Half page: £15.00

Small ads for non-members: £5.00

Approximately 300 copies of each issue are printed.  Entries in the “Suppliers and Wants” section are
free to BHPC members, and should never have written any best-selling novels.  I’m sure you know what
I mean… Big and Clever One? Please take out an advert at the above rates and send the money to our
lovely Treasurer.  If your address, phone number, prices or products change, please tell me...

John Lafford, Arrow Bicycle Company, ‘Leonidas’, Manor Lane, Baydon, Marlborough, Wilts, SN8 2JD
Tel/Fax: 01672 540384

e-mail: jalafford@aol.com

Custom CAD design and manufacture of all types of bicycles and tricycles, including recumbents, time trial, fast tourer,
and power assisted vehicles.  Cromoly tubing in round, aero and oval sections.  Net-type seat fabric to suit tubular seat
frames.  Narrow bottom bracket assemblies.  Composite wheels in 650c and 20” sizes, with narrow hubs.  Tyre rolling
resistance testing.  Aerodynamic drag testing.

Avon Valley Cyclery, Bath Spa Railway Station, Bath, BA1 1SX
Tel: 01225 461880/442442

Fax: 01225 446267
e-mail: info@bikeshop.uk.com

WWW: http://www.bikeshop.uk.com
http://www/foldingbikes.co.uk

AVC-designed Road, Mountain and Bath bikes.  The UK’s 1st TCR Road Bike Centre and the UK’s top Folding Bike
Specialist. Family bikes, mountain bikes, comprehensive hire fleet and full workshop facilities.  [Plus their web site even
mentions the word “recumbent” - Ed]

BikeFix, 48 Lambs Conduit Street, London WC1N 3LJ
Tel: 0171 405 4639

Fax: 0171 242 6931
e-mail: info@bikefix.co.uk

WWW: http://www.bikefix.co.uk/bikefix.html

Recumbent-friendly shop in central London.  HP Velotechnik Street Machine & Wavey, BikeE, Pashley PDQ, Flevo
Oke-Ja, Trice, Leitra, Anthrotech, plus folders / transportables from Brompton, Birdy, Bernds, Airnimal & Moulton APB.
Alesa rims in 406, 507, 559 and 622 sizes; Continental, Primo and Vredestein tyres in 305, 406, 451 and all the big
sizes.  Recumbent luggage, fairings and everything else you can fit on a recumbent. Test rides and social weekends.
Get on the mailing list...

Paul Davies, 2 Fowlswick Cottages, Allington, Chippenham, Wilts, SN14 6LU (2 miles from Castle Combe)
Tel: 01249 782554

Recumbent bike frames: from £350
No. 1, short wheelbase, will fit Mk. 5 shell
No. 2, designed to fit Mk. 5 shell
Both come as unpainted steel framesets with forks and handlebars, to accept standard bike parts and 406/559 wheels.
Both suitable for faired or unfaired use by experienced recumbent riders.  Race wins in both classes! To say nothing of
a real-life genuine Overall World Championship!!  Buy one of his fairings now, before he grows tired of running The
Charity for Under-Funded HPV Racers - Geoff Bird

Composite products for HPV’s:
Mk. 5 bike shell, in 6 separate mouldings, fits SWB bike from £350
Mk. 4 trike shell, in 5 separate mouldings, fits trike approx. 60 cm track,
100 cm wheelbase from £250
Bike front fairing from £35
Bike rear fairing from £35
Seat from £35
Mudguards (20”, MTB, 700c) from £10
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Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5EE
Tel: 01342 822847

Fax: 01342 826726
e-mail: bikes@futurecycles.co.uk

WWW: http://www.futurecycles.co.uk

Windchetah, Trice and Anthrotech trikes, recumbent bikes from M5, Pashley, BikeE and Easy Racers (More details in
Issue 67 - Ed.)

We also handle European subscriptions for “Recumbent Cyclist News” (RCN).  RCN is 100% dedicated to promoting
recumbent bicycles and providing and encouraging communications between HPV enthusiasts, home-builders, dealers
and commercial recumbent manufacturers.  Annual subscription £25.95 (six issues).

Greenspeed, 69 Mountain Gate Drive, Ferntree Gully, VIC 3156, Australia
Tel: +61 3 9758 5541

Fax: +61 3 9752 4115
e-mail: info@ greenspeed.com.au

WWW: http://www.greenspeed.com.au

Greenspeed trikes are designed for touring, commuting, racing, or just having fun.  They have been well tested on
Outback Australia Tours, are world renowned for their handling qualities, and have been successful in HPV racing.

GB 16/20 Commuter Bike, SWB, 7-speed A$2,100
GBR 20/26 Touring Bike, SWB, 21-speed, Cro-Mo 4130 tubing A$3,700
GT 16/20 Child’s Trike, 7-speed, 10 years - 5' (152 cm) A$2,200
GT 20/20 Adult Commuter Trike, 21-speed A$3,400
GTR 20/20 Touring Trike, 63-speed, Cro-Mo 4130 frame tubing A$4,400
GTS 20/20 Sports Tourer, 42-speed , Cro-Mo 4130 frame tubing A$5,200
GTT 20/20 Tandem Trike, 63-speed, Cro-Mo 4130 frame tubing A$7,400
GTH 20/20 Hand Trike, 42-speed, Reynolds 531 frame tubing A$4,400
Coming soon - the new GTO Touring Trike…
Frame kits, plans and parts (e.g. kingpins) available.  Write, fax, e-mail, phone or visit for free information package.

Hockerton Housing Project Trading Ltd., The Watershed, Gables Drive, Hockerton, Notts, NG25 OQU
Tel: 01636 816902

Fax: 01636 816902
e-mail: hhp@hockerton.demon.co.uk

Hire/Demos/Sales of Flevo Bike, Ross, Anthrotech, Brox plus any others we obtain in the meantime!  Also, Site Tours
(on foot) of the infamous Hockerton Housing Project- earth sheltered, zero heating, zero CO2 autonomous housing (as
seen on or in every conceivable form of news media in the known Universe!).  Full details from Nick Martin at the above
address.

HPV-HEAVEN.COM
WWW: http://www.hpv-heaven.com

Tel: 01295 721 860

Parts for recumbent and HPV home-builders. From the people who bought you Velodynamics Bicycles. Nosecone
moulding: £130.50, including edging strip, graphics (no mounting frame) and delivery to UK mainland. Seat foam,
frame-building components, and miscellaneous parts. Free small ads section. Coming Soon: Seats and Tail-Boxes,
Forks and Stems, Chain Pulleys, On-line advice files and much more. Also, 3D CAD based Design and Prototype
Service.

Inspired Cycle Engineering Ltd, Unit 9B Spencer Carter Works, Tregoniggie Industrial Estate, Falmouth, Cornwall,
TR11 4SN

Phone / Fax: 01326 378848
e-mail: sales@ice.hpv.co.uk

WWW: http://www.ice.hpv.co.uk/

ICE manufacture and supply the new much improved range of TRICE recumbent tricycles including the MICRO, EX-
PLORER, XL and CLASSIC.  X2 and EXPEDITION TANDEM versions of the Trice also now being produced.  A
comprehensive range of options and accessories is also available direct from ICE.

Ex show and demo Trice for sale at reduced prices. Please see our website news section or contact us for full details.
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Kinetics, 15 Rannoch Drive, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 2JS
Phone / Fax: 0141 942 2552

e-mail: ben@kinetics-online.com
WWW: http://www.kinetics-online.com

HP Velotechnik StreetMachine GT - excellent full-suspension SWB tourer from £1250
(and we’ve got a nice shiny demonstrator)

We’re also dealing a lot with Hase - makers of the Kettwiesel (a rather nice trike): from £1150
And the Lepus (big brother of Kettwiesel): from £1800
And the Pino (tandem, recumbent front): from £1700

We still do the S&S couplings, Birdy, Brompton, Custom
Framebuilding, anything you like really...

Tina Larrington, 166 Higham Hill Road, London E17 6EJ
Tel: 020 8531 4496 (eves / weekends)

e-mail: dr_technical@cix.compulink.co.uk

Arty stuff - cartoons, business cards, logos, badges, T-shirts, etc., etc., for builders, dealers and end-users of recum-
bent cycles.  Customers include “Recumbent UK”, Animal Bikes, Westcountry Recumbents, Ian Hague and the BHPC!
Architectural commissions also accepted "

Tiptree Designs (incorporating Els Tees), Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue, Tiptree, Colchester, Essex, CO5 0NR
Tel: 01621 0815476

“Hand Painted T-shirts to the Nobility and Richard in Blackpool”

Small Adz

Richard Ezard, 29 Middleton Road, Whittington, Lichfield, Staffs, WS14 9NB
Tel: 01543 432970

Kingcycle, medium frame, good condition, with spares, £675

David Kemp
Tel: 01394 385439

e-mail: djkemp@talk21.com
MAGURA SERVICE KIT (for hydraulic brakes). Never used. Everything required to keep your brakes in tip top condi-
tion. (Now sold my Magura-equipped Kingcycle). £25, inc. postage to any UK address.

Andrew Sidwell, Nottingham
Tel: 0115 9223431 (w)

0115 8499964 (h)
e-mail: A.Sidwell@ihr.mrc.ac.uk

Wanted:

1. Small-frame Kingcycle (or similar) suitable for a rider of diminutive stature (>= 4ft 10ins). Rear tailbox preferred
but front fairing not essential.

2. Recumbent trike (e.g. Trice, Greenspeed or lookalike). Any condition for either considered provided the frame is
reasonably OK.

Will collect from anywhere (including BHPC events) within 130 miles or so of Nottingham.
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Above: “Bicycle”, by Leonardo
Below: “Recumbent”, by Dali


